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MES COMPTINES DE BAIN LIVRE BAINTODDLERS TODDLERS

C'est la baleine 
The Whale

By Kiko

Rights Sold:

"Mes comptines de bain", the new collection of 
eco-responsible bath books. A book in recycled, 
washable fabric, with an original format and 
cheerful illustrations for playing and singing in the 
bath.

A bath book like no other: a machine-washable book in recycled 
fabric. No more mildew or plastic! The little extra: the ribbon that lets 
you hang it up to dry like a washcloth.
The whale is an essential nursery rhyme for toddlers. With its whale 
shape, this toy-like book is ideal for singing and playing in the bath.
A book adapted to toddlers: soft, fresh illustrations, step-by-step cut-
out text and playful production.

An innovative approach to bath books by Milan Éditions.170 x 120 mm
10 pp
€8.90
Age 0+
Pub date: June 2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408035006

Mon petit 
poisson
My Little Fish

By Élisabeth De Lambilly• 
Illustrated by Raphaëlle 
Michaud

Rights Sold:

A bath book at an attractive price in the shape of a 
fish to awaken baby!

An adorable book with an original shape, easy to grab and handle for 
fun in the water!

A little rhyme for a moment of complicity between parent and baby.

0% plastic packaging

150 x 190 mm
10 pp
€10.00
Age 0+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN:9791027611676

A l
so

Available

Bateau sur l’eau

Series not available for : 
Austria, Brazil, Germany, 
Hungary, Switzerland, Turkey
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LIVRE BAIN LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS

Mes mini-livres 
de la mer
Illustrated by Edouard 
Manceau

Rights Sold:

Two bath books at an attractive price to awaken 
baby!

Two mini-books with original shapes, easy to grab and handle. There's 
a bell in one of the books to have fun in the water!

The books offer first vocabulary of marine animals and devices. In 
addition to a sound toy, each animal book contains content that 
introduces the vocabulary of sea creatures and beach animals... a 
pretext for familiarizing oneself with new words and sounds.

Édouard Manceau illustrations in a 0% plastic packaging

TODDLERS

95 x 105 mm
8 pp
€10.90
Age 0+
Pub date: January 2024

EAN: 9791027612048

Badou l'ours
Badou The Bear

By Marion Billet

Rights Sold:

A sensory stroll with Badou the bear: a cloth book 
with materials to touch and a mirror on the cover.

A complete fabric book to awaken baby's senses: a mirror on the 
cover and 6 materials to touch (felt, soft cover, leather effect...). 
Badou the bear is a cute new character by Marion Billet (Mes animaux 
à attraper: 7,000 copies sold; Mon premier livre des couleurs à 
toucher: 7,000 copies sold).

A beautifully crafted book for long hours in babies' hands.

180 x 180 mm
6 pp
€14.90
Age 0+
Pub date: March 2024

EAN: 9791027612055
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LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS LIVRE TISSUTODDLERS

Toc-toc-toc
Knock, Knock

By Sarah Andreacchio

Rights Sold:

Knock, knock, Who's there? 4 felt flaps to lift to 
discover tender little scenes.

A small-format cloth book with 4 felt flaps in bright colors to lift up.
Ants share a meal, an earthworm lives in an apple, a ladybug 
celebrates in a bush... little scenes poetically illustrated by Sarah 
Andreacchio.

A beautifully crafted book in a small format at a low price, for long 
hours in babies' hands.

A new feature on the packaging for greater transparency: a QR code 
links to a page on our website that explains everything about how our 
books are made.

150 x 150 mm
6 pp
€10.00
Age 0+
Pub date: January 2024

EAN: 9791027611669

Les mamans et 
leurs bébés
Mothers And Babies

By Laurence Jammes • 
Illustrated by Marc Clamens

Rights Sold:

It's cuddle time for the animals! How is the mother 
tiger carrying her baby? And what about the 
mother crocodile?

A beautiful cloth book to share a moment of tenderness and 
complicity with your baby.

Tender animals, beautiful contrasting illustrations are adapted to 
baby's vision, flaps to lift, moms with their babies: a cloth book for a 
perfect moment with your little one.

With illustrations by Laurence Jammes & Marc Clamens, the duo 
behind "Ma toise en tissu" and "Les Livraisons de Gaston".

170 x 170 mm
6 pp
€14.90
Age 0+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791027611232
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MON IMAGIER TOUT DOUXTODDLERS LES LIVRES DOUX BABILLETODDLERS

Dans le jardin
In The Garden

By Margaux Grappe

Rights Sold:

"Mon imagier tout doux", a new collection of eco-
friendly fabric imagiers, with delicate, graphic 
illustrations, to help babies discover the world 
from birth.

With tender, elegant images, this cloth book takes Baby on a poetic 
walk to explore the garden.
This soft, colorful cloth imaginary book offers a first sensory 
awakening with different materials to touch, embroidery and flaps, 
making it a lovely birth gift.
A new collection of fabric books with a strong commitment to 
eco-responsibility: organic cotton main fabric, Oeko-Tex-labeled 
secondary materials, recycled polyester padding, FSC packaging 
printed with vegetable-based ink.

Milan Éditions is expanding its range of cloth books. It is currently the 
2nd largest publisher in this market: + 42% of copies sold between 
2021 and 2022.

4 different materials: 
cotton, cotton 
gauze, ribbons and 
embroidery

Perfect birth gifts

130 x 160 mm
6 pp
€15.20
Age 0+
Pub date: April 2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408048648

A l
so

Available

Dans le ciel

Dans mes bras
In My Arms

By Marguerite Courtieu

Rights Sold:

An organic fabric book about tender moments in 
everyday life, to be read with baby, snuggled up 
together.

Story, picture book, narrative, fabric book... "Babille" offers books for 
babies from birth. 
Reading becomes a privileged moment for sharing and nurturing the 
bond of attachment between adult and baby.
A soft cloth book that can be read together for a moment of 
complicity.
From birth, baby will enjoy waking up by handling the book, for a 
gentle first encounter with reading.

Marguerite Courtieu delicately captures the little moments of 
everyday life shared between baby and parent. Her gentle, sensitive 
illustrations in pastel colors will appeal to young and old alike.

High-contrast 
illustrations, formats 
and sounds adapted 
to newborns

Soft, organic 
cotton fabric book 
with a stroller clip, 
in a pretty box

170 x 220 mm
Cloth
6 pp
€17,90
Age 0+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408049195
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LES RÉCITS BABILLETODDLERS LES IMAGIERS BABILLETODDLERS

Je suis là
I Am Here

By Aurélie Sarrazin • 
Illustrated by Jane Massey

Rights Sold:

"Je suis là" tells the story of baby's first moments 
of life and the meeting with his parents: a gentle, 
moving love story to share and bond with.

Babille offers books for babies from birth, including stories, imaginary 
books and cloth books. Reading becomes a privileged moment for 
sharing and nurturing the bond of attachment between adult and 
baby.
This story is sure to resonate with parents and move them. The arrival 
of a child turns a life upside down. This text pays homage to the 
emergence of parenthood and the mutual discovery.

This poetic book by Aurélie Sarrazin looks at the birth of a baby. A 
moment told in the first person, from the baby's point of view, to help 
him put into words his first feelings in this new world.

Fine line and limited 
palette of soft, 
contrasting colors to 
capture the gestures 
and facial expressions 
of newborns

Tender, elegant 
illustrations, a real eye-
catcher for babies

170 x 160 mm
boardbook
20 pp
€10.90
Age 0+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408049188

Je mange
I Eat

By Éléna Comte

Rights Sold:

Sweet, salty, hot, cold, with daddy, on his own... in 
the "Je mange" picture book, baby will discover 
his first words and notions about a key moment in 
mealtime.

"Babille" offers books for babies from birth, including stories, 
imaginary books and cloth books. Reading becomes a privileged 
moment of exchange and sharing between baby and adult.
I drink from a bottle, I bite, with daddy, alone...: a first illustrated book 
with an original angle to discover baby's tastes, textures, colors and 
different attitudes.
The left page responds to the right (cold/hot; salty/sweet; green 
purée/pink raspberry; breast/bottle, etc.), making the different 
sequences stronger by association.

Illustrations by Elena Comte, in soft, reassuring colors, for a tender 
moment of sharing between parent and baby.

170 x 190 mm
boardbook
24 pp
€11.90
Age 0+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408049171
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LES HISTOIRES BABILLETODDLERS LES MOTS DOUXTODDLERS

Bob, le chapeau
Bob, The Hat

By Agnès Cathala & Émilie 
Bélard • Illustrated by 
Tristan Mory

Rights Sold:

With "Bob le chapeau", illustrated by Tristan Mory, 
babies discover the pleasure of their first stories 
and shared reading.

Stories, imaginary books, stories, cloth books... "Babille" offers books 
for babies from birth. Reading becomes a privileged moment of 
exchange and sharing between baby and adult.
"Bob, the hat": a first story with contrasting illustrations to be 
followed with the fingertips. The large format allows toddlers to 
physically immerse themselves in the reading experience.
A funny story in which baby follows the adventures of a hat that 
could be his own. The rhythm of the sentences, the repetitions, the 
surprising sounds... the text is carefully crafted to allow the child to 
share a moment of complicity with the adult.

A story full of humor, illustrated by Tristan Mory, author-illustrator of 
"Cric crac, qui est là?".180 x 250 mm

boardbook
12 pp
€10.90
Age 0+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408050764

Long before our baby comes into the world, we 
grow up wanting to talk to him or her.

Looking for a name for your baby is the beginning of becoming 
parents. All the pleasure and exhilaration of finding a name for your 
unborn child.
Les mots doux is a new collection to awaken the inner self and 
whisper to your little one of your parent’s unconditional love.

Un prénom rien 
que pour toi
A Name Just For You

By Marie-Laure Marshall • 
Illustrated by Marguerite 
Courtieu

Soft, enveloping 
watercolor illustrations.

Selective varnish on the 
inside pages to create 
interactivity between 
parent and baby.

Grâce à toi
Un bébé 
comme toi
Je te promets 
d’être là
Les lumières de 
la vie

Rights Sold:

300 x 210 mm
20 pp
€8.90
Age 0+
Pub date: February 2024

Number of titles: 5

EAN: 9791036357039
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TODDLERS JOUE AVEC MOITODDLERS

C’est quoi, ça ?
What’s That?

By Tristan Mory

Rights Sold:

Hey guys, come and have a look! What’s this? It’s 
small and chubby. It’s got tiny ears and it’s not 
even hairy... Too weird!

I’m small and chubby. I have no hair. And my ears are rikiki... 
Who am I? 
That’s the riddle posed by Tristan Mory in this new animated album 
with pull-tabs to activate.This time, it’s not up to the little reader to 
answer. He knows full well that the adorable creature in front of his 
eyes is a baby! It looks just like him. But it’s up to the surprise guests, 
the animals, to guess. As the pages turn, the little reader makes them 
appear in turn by pressing the pull-tabs. The mouse, the bear, the 
rabbit, the bird, the pig and the wolf... They all take turns trying to 
find the right answer.
Once again, Tristan Mory takes up the game of «Who am I?» and 
renews it with brio. All the ingredients that made his previous titles 
such a success are here: a simple, clever animation concept, an 
original graphic style and a tender, humorous message.

180 x 180 mm
boardbook
18 pp
€14.90
Age 1+
Pub date: October 2024

EAN: 9782408051402

A playful and elegant design: 
a square format, a solid all-
cardboard finish well-suited to 
toddlers from 10 months and 
many pull-tabs to operate.

Ta petite main 
comme un soleil
Your Small Hand Like A Sun

By Christine Naumann-
Villemin • Illustrated by 
Géraldine Cosneau

Rights Sold:

It's time to play! By placing their hand on the 
book, children can see it metamorphose into a 
chicken, a sun or even a butterfly!

An interactive book for a moment of complicity between parent and 
child. Children can start developing their imagination, a hand can be 
transformed into an animal, a sun, a heart...
Hand-painting is a popular activity with toddlers.
A combination of varnish, to recall the shiny aspect of paint, and relief, 
for a sensory and playful reading. Children can playfully identify the 
shape of the hand, which is scaled to their own.

The "Joue avec moi" collection is well established in the early-
learning market, with over 80,000 copies sold and +20% in one year.

180 x 200 mm
hardcover
16 pp
€13.50
Age 1+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9782408047009
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Et si on faisait la même chose dans ce cercle :

À toi ! 

dessine cinq petits points rouges
cinq moyens bleus 

et un beau gros jaune 

Main-Dessine-Premaquette-v3.indd   16-17 27/09/2023   16:42

Rights Sold:
Catalan, Chinese (Simplified), 
Dutch, English, German, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean, Polish, 
Spanish (Spain)

Ooooh ! On dirait une fleur. Magnifique ! 

Main-Dessine-Premaquette-v3.indd   18-19 27/09/2023   16:42

TODDLERSTODDLERS

Oh ! Un livre 
qui fait des sons 
(tout carton)
Oh! A Book That Makes Sound 
(Boardbook)

By Hervé Tullet

Rights Sold:

The new edition of a best seller but in a boardbook 
version!

Blue circles go "oh", red circles go "ah", yellow circles go " wow"... 
Small circles make a tiny noise. The big ones sound like elephants. 
And when they all get together, they create a veritable orchestra! 
Hervé Tullet invites us to a musical reading, using colors, shapes, 
rhythms and sounds... A totally delightful experience for youngsters 
(and their parents!).

The picture book version sold 80,000 copies in France.

A small, lightweight, 
portable format for 
small hands, for fun, 
interactive reading.

boardbook
64 pp
€9.30
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9791036369759

Czech, English, Hungarian, 
Polish

Hardback version, 
perfectly suited to our 
target audience, from 
age 2

Hervé Tullet
Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 42 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator 
of about 75 children’s books, Hervé 
Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also 
works througt his much-awaited books. 

La main qui 
dessine
The Drawing Hand

By Hervé Tullet

Hervé Tullet’s new album!

Here, Hervé returns to the DNA of his creative pedagogy, much to 
our delight. The one that made Un livre such a success.

Smudges, lines, doodles: that’s all it takes to draw whatever you want. 
This album invites all children to create, and have fun in the process. 
It’s an ode to uninhibited creativity.

A large-format album for interactive reading. Hervé Tullet guides 
children step by step to a final painting, printed on a small poster that 
unfolds: a joy to behold!

A worldwide, simultaneous release for a high-stakes album.

240 x 240 mm
56 pp
€13.50
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9791036364624

Hervé Tullet
Hervé Tullet is the 
author of Un livre 
(2 million copies 
sold worldwide, 42 
langages), Couleurs 
and On joue. 
Creator 
of about 75 children’s books, Hervé 
Tullet loves to provoke surprises when 
he meets children and the magic also 
works througt his much-awaited books. 

Already 56,000copies sold in the world! 
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TODDLERS LES BELLES HISTOIRES DES BÉBÉS  LES BELLES HISTOIRES DES BÉBÉS  AGE 1+

Croquette et 
Socquette
Chamiaou 
rêve
Pipi dans 
l’eau !
Et mon caca ?
Bonjour, 
Croco ! 
Un bon 
gâteau ! 
Où est ma 

chaussette ?
Mon papa
Les p’tits 
noms
Et... une girafe
Au lit, petit 
rond rouge !
J’ai un bobo
C’est qui le 
chef ?

More than 50,000copies sold in the series in France! 

Storytime is a special moment in family life, shared 
between parents and their kids. 

The Beautiful Stories For Babies series is packed with a wide range of 
characters and stories, from action, to fairy tales, to everyday life,
that are sure to quench a child’s thirst or adventure and tenderness. 
These stories help children grow. For example, relatable stories 
help them understand their own experiences and process their 
emotions. Stories that embark the reader on a journey to the land of 
imagination!

À 4 pattes
On Four Legs

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Beautifully illustrated 
showcasing different 
styles

Stories to help them 
process their own 
experience

155 x 155 mm
Board book
22 pp
€5.90
Age 1+
Pub date: 2019-2023

Number of titles: 14

EAN: 9791036357152

Rights Sold:

Bedtime

Parent-child 
relationship

Shapes

Nap

Dream

Nightmare

Mother-child 
relationship

Comforter

Resolution

Learning

Potty

Animal

Parent-child 
relationship

Affectionate 
names

Tenderness

20



LIVRES À DÉCOUPESLES BELLES HISTOIRES DES BÉBÉS  AGE 1+ TODDLERS

Cooking

Waiting

Disorder

Rivalry

Humor

Animals

Puppets

Puns

Pee

Friendship

Animals

Investigation

Animals

Love

Father-child 
relationship

Bonne nuit mon 
petit 
Good Night My Love

By Elisabeth de Lambilly & 
illustrated by Mélisandre 
Luthringer

Rights Sold:

A tender book to accompany the evening cuddle.

A beautiful, original, rounded object with cut-out pages, suitable for 
small hands, in the tradition of «Champion des bisous» and «Le plus 
gros des bisous» (over 8,000 copies sold).

A fun album for parents and babies to share a moment of complicity: 
a sure bet for the bedtime ritual. With tender illustrations by 
Mélisande Luthringer, it’s a book to be read and admired in baby’s 
bedroom!

Tender illustrations

155 x 215 mm
hardcover 
10 pp
€9.90
Age 1+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791027612130
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LES IMAGIERS GIGOGNES
NEW

Al
so

Available

NEW

TODDLERS MES DOCUS À TOUCHERTODDLERS

Mes animaux 
familiers 
My Pets

Illustrated by Xavier Deneux

Rights Sold:

NEE

Cat, dog, rabbit or turtle: Xavier Deneux has 
lovingly illustrated children's favorite animals, both 
in full and in depth.

A new title in the "Gigognes" collection of imagiers on the theme of 
pets, a theme loved by toddlers. This imagier features all the animals 
that children love and play with every day: cats, dogs, turtles, rabbits, 
guinea pigs, hamsters, white mice and goldfish. Xavier Deneux's 
simple, delicate and colorful graphics work wonders once again! 

Key words follow the images, helping you to point out elements of 
the picture and acquire vocabulary.

Soft images enriched 
with theme-related 
vocabulary.

180 x 180 mm
hardcover 
16 pp
€12.90
Age 1+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408048662

English, Serbian, Slovak,  
Slovenian

A l
so

Available

Mes animaux 
du jardin
Mon petit 
marché
Petit escargot
Pirouette 
cacahouète
Sous la mer
Une poule sur 
un mur
AND MORE Une poule sur un mur

U
ne

 p
ou

le
 s

ur
 u

n 
m

ur

Xavier Deneux

Les animaux 
super-parents
Parents Animals

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

A touch-and-feel book to discover extraordinary 
animals!

Each double-page spread features a different animal and texture, 
as well as age-appropriate facts for little ones. An interactive book 
with a variety of textures, simple illustrations and short and precise 
information.
A new title in our non-fiction touch-and-feel series, “Mes Docus à 
Toucher”, which has sold 800,000 copies.

Large areas to touch

Cute yet realistic 
illustrations

Short and simple 
information

230 x 200 mm
Hardcover
14 pp
€14.50
Age 1+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 18

EAN: 9782408045937

Le chantier
Les animaux 
à protéger
Les animaux 
de la 
campagne
Les animaux 
de la ferme
Les animaux 
de la forêt
Les animaux 
de la jungle
Les animaux 
de la nuit
Les animaux 
de la savane
Les animaux 
des mers

Les animaux 
des 
montagnes
Les animaux 
du désert
Les animaux 
du froid
Les animaux 
du jardin
Les animaux 
familiers
Les bébés 
animaux
Les 
dinosaures
Les petites 
bêtes à 
toucher

Rights Sold:
Catalan, Czech, Dutch, Italian, 
Japanese, Slovak, Spanish 
(Spain)

More than 2.6 millioncopies sold in the series!
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LIVRES SONORESTODDLERSTODDLERS MON IMAGIER DES PETITS BRUITS

Edouard 
Manceau
Édouard Manceau 
was born in 1969 
in Vendée, where 
he grew up in the 
countryside. He 
began to work 
with children when 
he was 16, and really enjoyed these 
interactions. He joined the Ecole des 
Beaux-Arts d’Angers at the age of 22 
and graduated with a degree in visual 
communications. After travelling the 
world in the 1990s, he began to exhibit 
his work as a painter. Then he began to 
write stories for little ones. His first book 
was published in 1999. He has written 
more than one hundred children’s 
books, translated in many languages.

Cache-cache 
sonore dans le 
parc
Noisy Peekaboo At The Park

By Edouard Manceau

A new collection of interactive sound book!

A fun, interactive sound picture-word book with pet animals at the 
market! Trigger all 4 sounds by moving the sliders, including the one 
on the cover.

More than 9,000 copies sold for the first titles of the collection.

Move the sliders to 
reveal the animals 
and listen to the 
sound they make!

170 x 170 mm
8 pp
€13.95
Age 1+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 6

EAN: 9791027611027

Cache-cache 
sonore dans la 
maison
Cache-cache 
sonore dans la 
ville
Cache-cache 
sonore dans le 
chantier
Cache-cache 
sonore au 
marché
Cache-cache 
sonore à la 
crècheRights Sold:

Le bébé
Les animaux 
de la ferme
Les animaux 
de la forêt

Dans mon jardin
In My Garden

By Sophie Bouxom

A new, sustainable and interactive series for 
babies! Discover different sounds in different 
universes by activating the mechanisms, with no 
battery or chip!

Each sound is created with paper, card or Velcro, and can be enjoyed 
again and again. This multi-sensory approach, which combines 
pictures, sounds and words, helps little ones discover the world 
around them.

The format was inspired by Cric Crac, which sold 20,000 copies in 2 
years, but with different mechanisms and sounds.

Gentle sounds adapted 
to little ears and sweet 
illustrations to gently 
awaken baby’s senses

An interactive feature 
and sound on each 
double-page spread 
and on the cover

170 x 170 mm
Hardcover
10 pp
€12.90
Age 1+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408051112

Rights Sold:
Czech, Japanese, Slovak
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MES DOCS EN FORMETODDLERS TODDLERS

Le chantier
The Construction Site

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

My shaped docs - a series of non-fiction picture 
books. A hundred pictures with captions to 
discover and name the world, differents animals 
and jobs.

A new edition with a smaller size (20x21) for babies’ hands.
Documentaries with precise illustrations on a white background to 
facilitate comprehension; rich and accurate vocabulary to learn to 
name the animals, jobs, and differents themes that surrounds children. 

An all-boards book, die-cut in a shape suitable for each titles.

Easy vocabulary to 
learn all about the 
different themes

Big format, robust and 
easy to handle200 x 210 mm

Shaped board book
12 pp
€7.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2019-2024

Number of titles: 15

EAN: 9782408051501

Le corps 
humain
Les 
dinosaures
Les animaux
Le monde
Les pirates
Les camions
Les voitures
La ferme

Les pompiers
Les véhicules
L’école 
maternelle
Paris
L’espace
Le football
La cuisine

More than 100,000books sold in the series in France! 

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, German

On joue à 
Papoudi?
Papoudi

By Fabienne Teyssèdre

Rights Sold:

Grab Little Ouistiti's figurine, walk him around his 
house and take him to bed! An adorable pop-up 
book for learning to find your bearings in space, 
playing and having fun.

An interactive game in which the reader has to be attentive and clever 
in order to understand the instructions, learn about notions of space 
and, quite simply, play with Little Ouistiti in his house.
Small in size but full of resources, the book is easy to hold. Its 
shimmering colors and its little figurine move around in its miniature 
house.

175 x 155 mm
boardbook
24 pp
€13.90
Age 3+
Pub date: February 2024

EAN: 9791036355653

Detachable 
Ouistiti to move it 
everywhere
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Mon tableau des 
routines
My Routine Board

Illustrated by Laura Bour, 
Céline Bour-Chollet, Danièle 
Bour

Rights Sold:

A board to accompany children's daily rituals

On the road to independence with Little Brown Bear! Peeing, 
dressing, bathing... An animated picture to accompany children 
in their daily lives (day and night) in a playful way. When the 
ritual is completed, the child moves the picture to reveal the task 
accomplished.

Thick board, tear-
proof animations 
easy for little hands 
to handle

€12.90
Pub date: June 2024

EAN: 9791036369315

Les livraisons de 
Gaston
Gaston’s Deliveries

By Laurence Jammes • 
Illustrated by Marc Clamens

Rights Sold:

Who wants fresh tomatoes? good cheese? 
sausages? Let's go and deliver them to the 
shopkeepers!

A manipulative book in which the reader becomes the protagonist of 
the story.
The child manipulates 10 foods (crab, yoghurt, sugar, etc.) to deliver 
to shopkeepers as the pages turn, taking part in the story by going to 
the bakery, the fishmonger's, the cheese shop...
A well-thought-out object, with pieces tucked into the pages so they 
don't slip off.
This book is an ode to shopkeepers in the context of the local store 
revival.

Written and illustrated by Laurence Jammes & Marc Clamens, the duo 
behind "Ma toise en tissu", and "Mamans et leurs bébés".

Lively narrative as 
the reader takes 
part in the story

Retro graphics, 
charming 
illustrations

170 x 170 mm
boardbook
12 pp
€12.90
Age 3+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791027611225
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PICTURE BOOKS LES BELLES HISTOIRES DES PETITS   

Over 1.7 million copies sold in the series in France! 

La fée fifolette et 
les surprises de 
Noël 
Le petit, tout pe-
tit hibou s’envole
Petit Chat noir a 
peur du noir
Doudou est en 
colère
Loupiot la 
pétoche
En avant, petit 
train!
Chapeau sur l’eau
Coucou Père 
Noël !
La fée fifolette et 
le bébé
La fée fifolette 
et le bon gâteai 
Bonbon

Lilipelle et le 
doudou perdu
Le gros rhume de 
Petit Éléphant
Le petit col-
lectionneur de 
couleurs
Le petit chasseur 
de bruits
Le petit tout petit 
hibou
La baleine et le 
petit poisson
Deux amis pour 
la vie
Un poussin de 
mauvais poil
Chapeau sur l’eau
Le banc des amis
AND MORE

The perfect series to stimulate a child’s 
imagination, as early as 3 years old! Making 
memories for life…

‘Beautiful Stories for Little Ones’ is a collection of tales, fables and 
stories about everyday life, that captivate and above all soothe 
children before bedtime, while building their imagination. These 
memories of shared emotion will stay with the child throughout their 
life… 3 to 6 minute stories full of life, written by renowned children’s 
authors, that little ones will enjoy listening to... many, many times.

Le cadeau de 
Poulette Josette
Poulette Josette’s Gift

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Internationally renowed 
illustrators

Strong graphics and rythmic 
texts draw readers into
magic

160 x 160 mm
20 pp - 28 pp
€5.90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2007-2024

Number of titles: 50

EAN: 979-1-0363-5685-8

Rights Sold:
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J’ai enlevé mes habits cracra
et j’ai visé le panier de linge sale. 
Youhou ! Pile au bon endroit !

PO_SELAVE_INT.indd   10-11 11/07/2023   17:10

PICTURE BOOKS LES PREMIERS PAS DE PETIT OGREPICTURE BOOKS

C'est quoi, ce 
pot?
What’s That For?

By Alexandra Garibal • 
Illustrated by Claudia 
Bielinsky

Rights Sold:

What's that thing? A vase or a pool? A plate or a 
helmet? A boat or a sink? But no, come on, none of 
that, it's a pot! Quite simply!

It's a fun, imaginative story in which a whole gang of animals come 
up with the most varied uses for a pot. The last double-page spread 
reveals a delightful surprise: a flap with all the animals in ribambelle.
Little readers will be delighted to find out, better than the book's 
characters, what this familiar object is used for.

A cardboard box in a deliberately smaller, more manageable format 
than previous books: "Do you want a kiss?" and "Who wants a hug?" 
by the winning duo Alexandra Garibal and Claudia Bielinsky.

175 x 220 mm
boardbook with hardcover
30 pp
€11.90
Age 2+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791036355677

Rights Sold:

Le Petit Ogre 
veut aller sur le 
pot
Little Ogre Wants To Go Potty

By Marie-Agnès Gaudrat 
• Illustrated by David 
PARKINS

Funny new board books for little ones aged 2 and 
up to explore early learning themes with Little 
Ogre.

A series of funny board books to help little ones learn how to take 
their first steps towards independence with Little Ogre.

Little Ogre is a popular character in picture books and the Belles 
Histoires magazines. Le Petit Ogre veut aller à l’école (205,000 
copies sold), Le Petit Ogre veut voir le monde (44,000 copies sold)… 
280,000 copies sold of the series.

A new simplified 
board book version 
for toddlers

Le petit ogre 
apprend 
à manger 
proprement
Le petit ogre 
veut aller sur 
le pot
Le petit ogre 
apprend 
les mots 
magiques

160 x 160 mm
Board book
24-28 pp
€8.90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 979-1-0363-6205-7
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PICTURE BOOKS NINO DINO PICTURE BOOKS NINO DINO

More than 160,000books sold in France! Non, pas 
l’école !
Pas ma faute!
Tu veux des 
bisous ?
Beurk, de 
la soupe de 
fougères !
Oui, 
maîtresse !
T’es plus 
mon copain !
Peur de rien !
Même pas 
sommeil ! 
C’est à moi !

Ouille, ma 
dent bouge !
C’est mon 
anniversaire !
C’est quoi, 
cet oeuf ?
Un bain, pour 
quoi faire ?
Une nouvelle 
maîtresse ?
Du calme !
C’est qui le 
plus fort ?
Comment 
ça, un dino-
sitter ?Rights Sold:

Castilian, Chinese (Simplified), 
German, Korean, Russian, 
Turkish, Vietnamese

Quel ennui !
By Mim • Illustrated by 
Thierry Bedouet

210 x 280 mm
40 pp
€10.50
Age 3+
Pub date: 2019-2024

Number of titles: 18

EAN: 9782408050948

With Nino Dino, children have found a mirror hero 
for their emotions. 

They can easily identify themselves with daily life situations. Who 
better than a dinosaur to express the all powerfull aspirations of tiny 
tots ! 

A hero who speaks to children, Nino Dino has emotional reactions 
that mirror what they experienced: fear, scare, fighting, sadness, love, 
sheepish...

They will find themselves in this little Tyrannosaurus and love him 
even more !

With Nino Dino, children have found a mirror hero 
for their emotions. 

They can easily identify themselves with daily life situations. Who 
better than a dinosaur to express the all powerfull aspirations of tiny 
tots ! 

A hero who speaks to children, Nino Dino has emotional reactions 
that mirror what they experienced: fear, scare, fighting, sadness, love, 
sheepish...

They will find themselves in this little Tyrannosaurus and love him 
even more !

More than 20,000books sold in France! 

Waaaargh,  un 
orage !
Waaaargh, 
c’est la nuit!
Waaaargh, une 
fourmi !
Waaaargh, les 
bons fruits !
Waaaargh, de 
la neige !
Waaaargh, 
c’est la rentrée !
Waaaargh, tous 
à l’eau !

Short stories to (re)discover 
Nino Dino, the endearing little 
dinosaur

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Russian

Waaaargh, je suis 
le plus grand !
By Mim • Illustrated by 
Thierry Bedouet

175 x 200 mm
24 pp
€6.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2022-2024

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9782408050979
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PICTURE BOOKS MES P’TITS CONTES PICTURE BOOKS

New layout design

Traditional tales known and appreciated by 
children.

A collection of picture books in a handy format to collect them all. 

A wide variety of classic tales, adapted with poetry and rhythm. Soft 
and enchanting illustrations to transport the young reader to the 
wonderful land of tales.

Le Vilain Petit 
Canard
The Ugly Duckling

By VARIOUS AUTHORS Easy to carry 
format

Roule, roule, 
bûchette
Renard et la 
pêche à la 
queue
La moufle
Les lutins et le 
cordonnier
Raiponce
Boucle d’or et 
mes Trois Ours
Saute, petite 
crêpe !
Le petit Poucet
Les Trois Petits 
Cochons
AND MORE

More than 600,000copies sold in the series in France! 

160 x 165 mm
Board book
24 pp
€4.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2021-2024

Number of titles: 16

EAN: 9782408044626

Rights Sold:

Malin comme 
Lapin !
Clever Bunny!

By Christophe Loupy • 
Illustrated by Jess Pauwels

Rights Sold:

Rabbit knows a spot in the mountains full of 
delicious blueberries. And he loves blueberries. On 
his way to this meadow, he meets Fox, Wolf and 
Bear, and all of them want to eat him!

An adventure tale with a rabbit who's afraid of nothing and has more 
than one trick up his sleeve to avoid being eaten alive!
We must always be wary of appearances, as this album teaches us, 
with funny dialogues, where Lapin always manages to get away 
with it.

Christophe Loupy's humorous, dialogue-only text, combined with 
Jess Pauwels's cartoon illustrations, makes for a funny, sly book!

259 x 265 mm
hardcover
32 pp
€12.90
Age 3+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408041748
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PICTURE BOOKS LES BELLES HISTOIRESPICTURE BOOKS MON COFFRE À HISTOIRES

More than 12 million copies sold in the series in France! 

Adélidélo et son 
cauchemar
Tirbouchon et 
Ptilardon à Paris
En route pour la 
Chine
Le Petit Ogre veut 
se faire un ami
Adélidélo 
dompteuse de 
colère
La soupe à la 
grimace
Le prince Oliver ne 
veut pas se laver
Hansel et Gretel
Un petit frère pas 
comme les autres
Je ne veux pas y 
aller ! 
Drôle de cadeau 
dans le traîneau
Mon petit frère
Le Petit Ogre veut 

voir le monde
Les vacances de 
Monsieur Loup
Souriceau veut 
apprendre à lire
Ma maman a besoin 
de moi
Le prince Nino à la 
maternouille
Le loup vert
Les mots de Zaza
Le secret de la 
petite souris
La rentrée de la 
maîtresse
La sorcière qui 
rapetissait les 
enfants
Je suis un chat bleu
Les deux maisons 
de Petit Blaireau
L’ogre qui avait peur 
des enfants
AND MORE

A must-have collection for 4-7 year olds !

Once upon a time… was a collection of wonderful stories for children. 
Stories full of emotion and enchanting illustrations, brought to life by 
international authors and illustrators, such as Marie-Hélène Delval, 
Marie-Agnès Gaudrat, David Parkins, Claire Clément, Jo Hoestlandt, 
Yvan Pommeaux, Bertrand Fichou… Laughter, fear, everyday life or 
faraway travels… Every bedtime story is an adventure with ‘Beautiful 
Stories’!

En vacances chez 
grand-père
Holidays With Grandpa

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Internationally 
renowed illustrators Beautiful Stories 

children will never 
forget

210 x 240 mm
Softcover
32 pp
€5.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 1972-2024

Number of titles: 61

EAN: 9791036360534

Rights Sold:
Belgium and the Netherlands, 
English (World), Korean, 
Spanish

More than 1.4 million copies sold in the series in France! 

Kirikou et le 
collier de la 
discorde
La longue 
marche des 
doudous
Le nounours 
de Noël
Le mystère 
Ferdinand
Le renard et 
la chasse aux 
oeufs
Jinko le 
dinosaure
Kirikou et la 
Hyène noire
Kirikou et la 
girafe
Kirikou et le 
Buffle aux 
cornes d’or

Kirikou et la 
sorcière
Kirikou et les 
ombres
Rebelle 
au bois 
charmant
Un câlin 
pour le 
bonhomme 
de neige
Le Petit 
Chaperon 
qui n’était 
pas rouge
La semaine
des bêtises 
La soupe au 
caillou
Le dindon 
de la farce 
La petite 

souris, le 
père Noël et 
le lapin de 
Pâques
Le Noël du 
hérisson
Le mouton 
farceur
Le dindon 
de la farce
De la petite 
taupe qui 
voulait savoir 
qui lui avait 
fait sur la 
tête
Extra-doux
Le jeune loup
qui n’avait 
pas de nom
AND MORE

Stories for all tastes from 4 to 7 year-old !

Discover or rediscover the most beautiful stories from Éditions Milan! 
The story box series offers magnificent albums to accompany children 
from their youngest age to 7 years old in the discovery of the world, 
friendship, love and poetry.  Stories full of emotion and enchanting 
illustrations, brought to life by international authors and illustrators, 
such as Claire Clément, Mily Cabrol, Sandrine Beau, Catherine Hors, 
Mim, Samuel Ribeyron, Kiko ... 

La petite souris, 
le père Noël et le 
lapin de Pâques
The Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus, 
Easter Bunny

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Beautiful illustrations 
to brought the story 
to life

Enchanting Stories from 
Milan’s best children 
book auhtors 

170 x 210 mm
Softcover
24 pp - 40 pp
€5,20
Age 3+ - 7+
Pub date: 2010 -2024

Number of titles: 30

EAN: 9782408050856

Rights Sold:
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PICTURE BOOKS MILLE ANS DE CONTES  PICTURE BOOKS

More than 900,000copies sold in the series in France! Héroïnes du 
monde entier
Classiques
Afrique
Mythologie 
grecque
La nature
De Noël
Du monde 
entier

These gorgeously illustrated books invite us on a      
journey through strange and enchanted lands! 

Discover stories children and parents will marvel at, Stories of wild 
animals, healers and shamans, of Mount Olympus and samurai.... 
All the tales are reunited in this incredible series.  Something for all 
readers and all moods. 

An essential heritage collection, much appreciated by parents and 
children! 

1000 ans de 
contes de la mer
Tales From The Sea

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

At the beginning of each 
story: age, characters, 
place and time of reading

The child will dream, be 
frightened and have fun 
through more than 30 tales

190 x 255 mm
Flaps 
216 pp - 280
€14.50
Age 4+
Pub date: 2020-2024

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9782408045418

Rights Sold:
Romanian

Une nuit d'enfant 
chat
The Night Of A Child Cat

By Juliette Vallery • 
Illustrated by Julie Debezy

Rights Sold:

"Hey, psst... shall we go?" That's the invitation 
a bird whistles to Ella one morning. But how can 
you follow a bird when you're a little girl without 
wings?

A great wind of freedom blows through this resolutely poetic book, 
which takes the reader into an imaginary world where a bird talks, 
turns into a cat and gradually forms a subtle and joyful friendship with 
a little girl.

This album will appeal to children with overflowing imaginations 
who, when bored, dream and open wide their imagination and let 
themselves be carried away by the magic of a beautiful and strange 
story.

Luminous, intense, 
and joyful images

230 x 290 mm
hardcover
48 pp
€13.90
Age 4+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791036355660
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LA FAMILLE OUKILÉPICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS

La famille Oukilé 
à l'école
Oukilé’s Family At School

Illustrated by Béatrice 
Veillon & Alice A. Moretorn

Rights Sold:

A brand-new album on an unavoidable theme: 
school!

This original album ushers in a new creative era for Oukilés. 
A large poster integrated into the book's binding allows us to push 
open the door to a place that is so important for children: nursery 
school.
The album features unpublished plates. Béatrice Veillon is 
accompanied by another illustrator, Alice Morentorn.

The narration follows Nestor Oukilé's day at school, from the morning 
welcome to the end of the day: a way of accompanying young 
readers on their way back to school.

Documentary section at 
the end of the album to 
discover other schools in 
the world

Oukilé family's DNA: 
large, rich scenes to 
observe

230 x 260 mm
48 pp
€13.50
Pub date: June 2024

EAN: 9791036361463

Douglas - Au 
secours, je 
n'ai plus de 
croquettes !
Douglas - Help! No Kibbles 
Left!

By Davide Cali • Illustrated 
by Magali Clavelet

Rights Sold:

Great words require great remedies: no more 
kibble, and a master who left? Never mind, 
Douglas the cat goes on the attack!

Douglas is in a panic: his master has gone out and doesn't seem to 
be coming back. What if he starves to death? But that's not going to 
happen! Douglas is resourceful and has lots of ideas on how to get by. 
Well, not always very good ideas...
An album with this hilarious character. At once lazy and active, brave 
and egocentric, clever and goofy, Douglas - thanks to, or in spite of, 
his shortcomings - is sure to delight readers.

Davide Cali is a best-selling author (260,000 children's books sold) 
and Magali Clavelet, a virtuoso illustrator, generously brings us the 
whole world of this silly cat. A sequel is on the way!

255 x 280 mm
hardcover
32 pp
€12.90
Age 4+
Pub date: February 2024

EAN: 9791036355646
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PICTURE BOOKSPICTURE BOOKS LES CONTES QUI GUÉRISSENT

Tali et le 
monstre d'Odin
Tali and The Odin Monster

By Marie de Monsabert • 
Illustrated by Clémence 
Pollet

Rights Sold:

This is the story of Tali, a young boy whose life 
is turned upside down the night he is the victim 
of incest by his older brother, but who finds the 
courage to speak out.

This strong, delicate album breaks the taboo of the forbidden and 
the unspoken on a difficult subject that is all too often in the news, 
and that must be dealt with to free speech. Words are weighed up to 
say the unspeakable, to describe Tali's feelings, until he manages to 
speak and begins to rebuild his life.
Like a fairy tale, the story takes place in an undetermined time and 
place, so as not to stigmatize and to allow the reader to distance 
himself.

The author, a teacher, had her text proofread by child psychiatrist 
Marie-Rose Moro to ensure that she was as close as possible to the 
reality and feelings of the children.

Magnificent illustrations by Clémence Pollet, who uses paint to treat 
each image as a painting in its own right. An interpretation inspired by 
the characters and the surrounding nature.

240 x 280 mm
hardcover
40 pp
€13.90
Age 6+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9782408038854

Les ailes d’Ange
Angel’s Wings 

By Florence Dutruc • 
Illustrated by Julie Faulques

A tale about separation, explaining that a love 
story that ends can leave room for the child to 
rebuild.

In a house nestled in an imaginary forest, an adorable baby is born, so 
adorable that his parents name him Angel! He grows up surrounded 
by trees, animals and birds, surrounded by the love of his parents... 
But after a few years, his parents separate, making Angel deeply sad. 
One day, the little boy finds a wounded bird, which he nurses and 
feeds until it can fly on its own. The bird turns out to be a magical 
creature... This story explains to little ones that the end of a love 
story doesn’t mean the end of a parent’s feelings for their child. And, 
above all, it shows that, despite his grief, the child will find his own 
way to grow up and rebuild his life. A double-page spread at the end 
of the book deciphers the role of each character or element in the 
tale, to help parents understand the story and answer their children’s 
questions more easily.

Les contes qui guérissent, a collection acclaimed by the media: ARTE, 
Télérama, Émission 28...

Le châle de 
Nonna
Le secret de 
l’arbre creux

215 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€13.90
Age 5+ 
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9791036359569

Rights Sold:

Florence Dutruc-Rosset's 
sensitive pen is at the service 
of a delicate story

More than 12,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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PICTURE BOOKS POMME D’API RACONTE  

More than 20,000copies sold worldwide! 

3 histoires de 
pirates
3 histoires de 
princesses 
pas comme 
les autres
3 histoires du 
premier jour 
d’école
3 histoires de 
princes pas 
comme les 
autres
3 histoires de 

Noël
3 histoires 
de super-
mamans
7 histoires qui 
font peur
7 histoires qui 
font rire

Brand new picture books at a low price for kids 
with fertile imaginations who love to laugh… and 
tremble. 

Three stories to make you laugh, dream, and tremble... on themes 
children love. At an affordable price. Picture books children will enjoy 
collecting, taking with them when travelling andgiving! 

Ronan Badel, Céline Claire, Agnès de Lestrade, Sébastien Mourrain, 
Nadine Brun-Cosme, Elsa Devernois, Kiko, Christine Davenier... 
authors who have made their names in children’s publishing. 

The best tales published in Pomme d’Api magazine, gathered around 
children’s favourite themes!

7 histoires qui 
font rêver
7 Stories To Dream

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Beautiful illustrations 
children will love 

Short and lively stories, 
perfectly suited for reading 
aloud

200 x 230 mm
Hardcover
40 pp - 80 pp
€7.90 - €12.90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2019 - 2023

Number of titles: 9

EAN: 9791036359552

Rights Sold:
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MES PREMIÈRES ANNÉES POURQUOINON FICTION MINI-RELIEFNON FICTION

Les animaux du 
froid
Les petites 
bêtes
Les saisons
La crèche
Les véhicules

Les animaux de 
la savane
The Savannah Animals

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

“Mes premières années pourquoi”, a new collection 
of encyclopedic picture-word books for 18 months 
up!

Picture books that gently accompany children as they discover the 
world. A rich and varied content: simple information (with big and 
small illustrations), “question” strips to answer young kids’ questions, 
and games to encourage language acquisition. Short, relatable texts 
for parents and children to enjoy reading together.

A sub-collection of “Mes Années Pourquoi", non-fiction books that 
have sold more than 670,000 copies.

A simple and elegant 
format with rounded 
corners for little ones

A rich and comprehensive 
picture word book, perfect 
for reading out loud

190 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
56 pp
€10.90
Age 1+
Pub date: 2022-2024

Number of titles: 6

EAN: 9782408037659

Short and dynamic 
informative texts, 
adapted to little ones

Generous early 
learning reference 
books

Rights Sold:

More than 58,000 copies sold worldwide!

Les Voitures
Cars

Illustrated by Nadia Taylor

The "Mini-relief", a new collection in a mini non-
fiction pop-up book for 2- to 3-year-olds!

Admire the seven spots on the ladybug’s wings, the butterfly’s 
chrysalis, the grasshopper’s long back legs… in a pop-up!

A sub-series of our best selling “En Relief” pop-up books (85,000 
copies sold of the first 7 titles).

Already 5,000 copies sold of the first two titles.

150 x 110 mm
Book with pop-ups
12 pp
€10.90
Age 2+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9791027611966

Le chantier
Les insectes
Les animaux de 
la jungle

Rights Sold:
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Mon corps est un 
trésor
My Body Is A Treasure

By Florence Dutruc-Rosset • 
Illustrated by Thierry Manès

Rights Sold:

Your body is a treasure, and if some people don't 
respect it, you have the right to tell a trusted adult. 
Talking about it means protecting yourself!

For 3-6 year-olds, this book is a simply written with cardboard guide 
that will speak to everyone. Because the problem of sexual abuse 
affects even more children than we think, Bayard has designed this 
guide to fight it by raising awareness among little ones and enabling 
them to talk about it with adults. 

We are adding this title to our catalog, which already includes "La 
princesse sans bouche", "Le secret de Soro", and "J'aime mon 
corps" (3,600 copies).

Bayard jeunesse's campaign on sexual violence against children, 
which included the booklet "Mon corps est un trésor" (My body is a 
treasure), won the Prix de la Responsabilité des Medias in June 2023 
and the Prix CBNews des Medias in September 2023.

167 x 200 mm
boardbook with hardcover
18 pp
€7.90
Age 3+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9791036369599

Les grandes 
questions des 
petits
The Big Questions Of Kids

By Sophie Furlaud • 
Illustrated by Aurélie 
Guillerey

Rights Sold:

From an early age, children ask existential 
questions that parents struggle to answer. This 
book offers delicately illustrated answers.

Where was I before I was born? Where does the world come from? 
Why are we afraid? Why am I me? So many questions that parents 
often don't know how to answer!
For each question, 3 humorous answers are provided on a flap. A 
double-page spread offers more serious answers. With very cheerful 
and funny drawings by Aurélie Guillerey and Thierry Manès.
Philosophy is a very popular topic with children! Sophie Furlaud (Les 
P'tits philosophes: 50,000 copies sold) has adapted the text for the 
youngest readers.

First appearance in Pomme d'Api magazine (1.2 million readers a 
month).

115 x 250 mm
hardcover
32 pp
12.50
Age 3+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9791036361319
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More than 13,000 copies sold worldwide!

A first pop-up non-fiction book based on the hide 
and seek game, to find animals in their natural 
environment.

Each title has almost 40 flaps to lift with lots of information and 
illustrated quizzes. A surprise effect on every page! A big illustration to 
appeal to all readers, a delight for curious kids! 
A first non-fiction book, rich, complete and fun guaranteed for the very 
young!

Les dinosaures
Dinosaurs

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Understand every-
thing about its 
environment

Discover where 
the animal is 
hiding

Les animaux 
de la savane 
africaine
Les insectes
Les animaux de 
la montagne
Les animaux de 
la jungle
Les animaux de 
l’océan
Les animaux du 
froid

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover with flaps to lift
12 pp
€10.50
Age 3+ 
Pub date: 2018 - 2024

Number of titles: 7

EAN: 9791027611386

Rights Sold:
Ukrainian

More than 1.6 millioncopies sold in the series worldwide! Les bâteaux
La musique
Les animaux
3000 mots 
sur les 
animaux 
Tous les mots 
de tous les 
jours
L’atlas du 
monde
Les avions
Les camions
Le chantier
Les 
chevaliers 
Le ciel et 
l’espace
Le cirque
Le corps 

humain
La cuisine
La danse
Les 
dinosaures
La maternelle
La ferme et 
ses animaux
Le football
Ma vie de 
tous les jours
La mer
Les métiers
La montagne
La nature
Paris
Les petites 
bêtes
Les pirates
Les pompiers

Picture books that put the emphasis on visual 
impact.

Recounting, explaining and involving young children by placing them 
at the heat of the scene. 
A multidisciplinary approach to subjects that will spark off young 
reader’s curiosity as well as adult interest via different points of access. 
And, the original viewpoints make the pictures easy to ‘read’. There 
are 5 encyclopaedic double spreads at the end of each book, adding 
a pedagogical approach.

L’hôpital
Hospital

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
A pedagogical
approachContemporary 

illustrations

Les véhicules
Poneys et 
chevaux
Les enfants
Les maisons
La préhistoire
Les saisons
La savane et 
ses animaux
Les animaux de 
compagnie
Les trains
Les familles
La forêt
Judo 
La musique
Les animaux 
des mers
AND MORE

196 x 240 mm
Hardcover 
96 pp
€12.50-14.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2012-2024

Number of titles: 46

EAN: 978240804258

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex and Simplified), Dutch, 
Finnish, Hungarian, Indonesian, 
Italian, Korean, Polish, Portuguese, 
Russian, Serbian, Spanish (Mexico), 
Swedish, Ukrainian
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NON FICTION ANIM’PASSIONNON FICTION ANIM’ACTION

More than 530,000copies sold in the series  worldwide! Pharaons
Animaux du 
froid
Hommes et 
préhistoire
Chantier 
d’une maison
Chevaliers
Trains
Spationautes
Volcans
Voitures

Permaculture
Petites bêtes
Pirates
Pompiers de 
New York
Paris
Hôpital
New York
Dinosaures
Paris

Filled with engaging text and surprising details, 
this collection of books provides hours of 
discovery!

The Ultimate Spotlight books have all the fun, facts, and hands-
on action of the incredibly successful Ultimate Book series, but in 
a focused, more compact, and affordable format. Flaps, pull-tabs, 
and many other moveable parts appeal to children and provide an 
exciting inside look at various subjects.

Le livre animé 
du Château de 
Versailles
The Animated Book of 

Versailles Palace

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Informative and 
interactive

Moveable parts 
on every spread

185 x 270 mm
Hardcover, complex book 
with flaps, zip, wheel, pop-up 
12 pp
€12.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2018-2024

Number of titles: 20

EAN: 9791027611911

Rights Sold:
Bulgarian, Castilian, Catalan, 
Chinese (Complex and 
Simplified), Czech, Dutch, 
English (Wolrd), German, 
Hungarian, Korean, Slovak

More than 2.3 million copies sold in the series  worldwide! 

More than 50 animations to find out all about 
the body: how the heart works, what the small 
intestine does, how the skin heals, what happens 
when you have an ear infection... a must-have 
theme in this iconic collection. 

Discover how the body works by focusing on: the skin and muscles, 
the brain, the bones, the lungs and heart, eating and drinking, the 
eyes, the ears, etc., thanks to a host of animations (wheels, pop-ups, 
pull tabs, flaps, etc.).
Scientific information, reread and corrected by specialists 
(cardiologist, gynaecologist, general practitioner, etc.) and answers 
to children’s questions (about their minor illnesses) gleaned by the 
author during workshops.

The bestselling Ultimate Books are all-you-want-to-know essential 
guides that bring serious fun to learning! 

Featuring lots of moveable parts and pop-ups that wow, these books 
are not just valuable resources, but also fully interactive experiences 
in which readers pull tabs, lift flaps, and turn wheels to find out 
more about many nonfiction themes. Each title includes detailed 
illustrations and thoroughly researched information. 

A must-have for any child’s library!

Le grand livre 
du corps humain 
animé
The Ultimate Book Of The 

Human Body

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Mythologie 
grecque
Ville
Château fort
Avions et 
aéroports
Animaux
Chevaux
Chantier
Terre
Espace
Véhicules

255 x 335 mm
Hardcover, complex book 
with flaps, zip, wheel, pop-up 
22 pp
€20.50 - €22.50
Age 4+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9791027611218

Rights Sold:
Basque, Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex and Simplified), Croatian, 
Czech, Dutch, English (World), Estonian, 
German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, 
Korean, Mongolian, Norwegian, 
Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Vietnamese
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C'est l'histoire 
d'une graine
The Story Of A Seed

By Fleur Daugey • Illustrated 
by Flora Descamps

Rights Sold:

Can you eat a thistle flower, the fruit of a creeper 
or 200 flowers fused into one large fruit? Yes, and 
they're common: artichokes, kiwis and pineapples!
A book to discover how everyday fruits and 
vegetables grow.

On a tree, a vine, in the ground... What stages does a seed go 
through to become a fruit? The stages of development allow us to 
take the time to learn about each plant and see it evolve before our 
very eyes.
An accessible book with an introduction explaining the stages of 
growth common to all plants. At the end of the book, children can 
have fun growing beans themselves, thanks to an illustrated step-by-
step guide.
We often don't know how the most common foods on our plates 
grow. A visually surprising discovery and an ode to nature that invites 
us to observe the passage of time.

Fleur Daugey is a well-known author who spent the early part of her 
career working for a number of nature conservation NGOs. With Flora 
Descamps on the palette, their first names predestined them to work 
together on this beautiful document book!

260 x 225 mm
hardcover
48 pp
€14.90
Age 5+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9782408041182

More than 200,000copies sold in the series in France! 
D’où vient le 
verre de mon 
verre ?
Qui a fait 
mon livre ?
D’où vient 
l’eau que je 
bois ?
Où vont les 
déchets de 
ma poubelle?
Qu’y a-t-il 
dans ma
tablette ?
Comment 
fait-on un 
dessin animé 

?
D’où vient le 
chocolat de 
ma tablette ?
D’où vient le 
plastique de 
mon ballon ?
D’où vient le 
miel de ma 
tartine?
D’où vient 
le sel de ma 
salière?

This collection for children of 5 and up shows 
where everyday objects come from in a photo-  
report style.

Fully illustrated with photos and illustrations, to answer children 
interesting questions about their environment and daily life. A 
journalistic approach reveals what goes on behind the scenes of our 
daily existence, key themes of everyday life.

Comment 
poussent les 
légumes ?
How Vegetables Grow?

By VARIOUS AUTHORS Commented 
photos describe 
real procedures 

A bright, fun lay-out 
makes reading easier

195 x 200 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€12.00
Age 5+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 13

EAN: 9791027610587

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)
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Le petit livre
pour parler de toutes

les familles
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MON ENCYCLONON FICTIONNON FICTION LE PETIT LIVRE

Les merveilles 
de la nature
The Wonders Of Nature

By Bertrand Fichou • 
Illustrated by VARIOUS 
ILLUSTRATORS

A gift book to discover the world like never before

What were our ancestors like? Where did they live? Who invented 
writing, money, surgery, the steam engine, maps ? How the world 
works ?

Discover :
- The great periods of history: Prehistory, Antiquity, Middle Ages, 
modern times, industrial revolution until today on all continents...
- The great people and inventions through the centuries
- Maps full of details (landscapes, people, animals...)
- Large pictures and 6-page folders to see the world through a 
magnifying glass.

6 fold-out posters

A mix of factual and 
funny illustrations

Bertrand Fichou
is editor-in-chief 
of the magazines 
"Youpi" and 
"Images doc" of 
the Bayard group. 
He is the author 
of many fictional 
stories in Bayard 
magazines (j'aime Lire, Les Belles 
Histoires, Pomme d'Api...) and of 
numerous books published by Bayard 
Editions. Her books are regularly 
adapted abroad.

210-224 x 250-273 mm
Hardcover
16 pp
€15,90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2021-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9791036355554

Les 
dinosaures

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified and 
Complex),Korean, Norweian, 
Polish, Romanian, Slovenian, 
Spanish, Turkish

More than 200,000copies sold in France! 

Pour parler des 
migrants
Pour parler 
de toutes les 
familles
Des gestes qui 
sauvent
Pour apprendre 
à dire non !
Pour dire NON 
à la violence
Pour dire STOP 
au harcèle-
ment
à l’école
Pour parler des 
sans-abris
Pour dire 
non aux abus 
sexuels
Pour parler de 
l’amour et des 

amoureux
Parents, frères 
et soeurs, 
famille, mode 
d’emploi
Pour mieux 
comprendre le 
handicap
Pour bien vivre 
avec les écrans
Pour 
comprendre 
l’hypersen-
sibilité
Le petit livre 
de la rue sans 
danger

A collection to help the children to understand 
difficult situations. 

The “little books” series has in each book a specific thematic that 
every children could encounter in daily life such as violence, sexual 
abuses, the death, etc. With very simple but precise explanations, 
children will find some answers about his environment and how to 
interact with the society.

Books to read as a family! 

Le petit livre 
pour apprendre 
à s’informer et 
à décrypter les 
fake news
The Little Book to Learn To 
Inform Yourself And Decipher 
Fake News

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Explanations about every 
situations 

An easy approach to 
sensible subjetcs 

165 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40-48 pp
€9.90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2016-2024

Number of titles: 15

EAN: 9791036355615

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Chinese (Simplified), 
Spanish (Latin America), Polish
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Message reçu !
Message Received!

By Agatha Liévin-Bazin 
& Charlotte Duranton 
• Illustrated by Nicolas 
Galkowski

Rights Sold:

Did you know that bees show the way to a 
watering hole by dancing in the hive? That 
wild dogs vote by sneezing before hunting 
on the savannah? Like humans, other animals 
communicate.

How do animals communicate in the dark, underwater, at a distance, 
in an environment disturbed by humans? This richly illustrated book 
examines animal communication in a variety of natural environments.
Animals communicate through their senses. They can even spread 
false information to obtain food. Contrary to what you might think, 
fellow creatures of different species exchange information to help 
each other!
Numerous examples relate to animals that children come across 
in their daily lives: pets, garden insects, pigeons... An invitation to 
observe, guided by two child characters who accompany the reader 
on his or her journey.

The ethologist duo Agatha Liévin-Bazin and Charlotte Duranton 
deliver an in-depth, accessible text on this theme, unique on the 
children's market. A magnificent handsome book sublimated by the 
illustrations of Nicolas Galkowski.

235 x 300 mm
hardcover
48 pp
€14.90
Age 6+
Pub date: June 2024

EAN: 9782408039837

L’histoire de 
France
L’histoire du 
monde
Les grandes 
inventions
Les grands 
personnages 
de l’histoire
Antiquité & 
Mythologies
Le Moyen-
Âge
Les Grands 
Explorateurs
La Nature et 

les Hommes
Le XXe siècle
L’Ancien 
Monde
Préhistoire, 
la grande 
aventure de 
l’homme
Les religions 
du monde
L’histoire des 
femmes
L’histoire des 
enfants

Lots of astounding discoveries! A new non-fiction 
collection of books designed for 8 to 12-year-olds.

Each comic is supplemented by documentary pages. Clear, airy 
and illustrated, these pages provide the reader with additional             
information: they allow the comic strip to be placed in its historical 
context and to make the link between the various subjects addressed 
in the book. Each title has 4 fold-out pages that allow further 
investigation of a symbolic site or a natural environment etc.

All the wealth of Images Doc magazine which has been Bayard’s 
flagship monthly in France for more than 15 years, with over 850.0000 
readers each month!

Histoire du 
monde en BD
The History Of The World In 
Comics

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

A lively and colorful 
layout with more than 
300 photos

Short and simple 
texts that get 
down to basics

More than 590,000copies sold in France! 

175-185 x 290-300 mm
Hardcover
160-424 pp
€19.90-25.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2017-2024

Number of titles: 18

EAN: 9791036357053

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean
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NON FICTION PAS BÊTECOPAINNON FICTION

More than 170,000copies sold in France! 
L’art pas 
bête
Le cerveau 
pas bête
L’égalité 
filles garçons 
pas bête
Les grandes 
questions 
philo 1
Les grandes
questions
philo 2
L’histoire pas 
bête

Le 
numérique 
pas bête
Les sciences 
pas bêtes

Complete documentary book dealing with 
important theme that children like.

Full of details explained with simple words to allow readers to learn 
more about the world. Picture books to teach children to think for 
themselves, to forge their own opinions, to be open to discussion on 
a great variety of subjects like music, science, death, life, friendship, 
money, fear, religion, beauty, justice, laughter, growing old...

About 40 such questions are answered in each book, through a funny, 
up-beat approach.L’univers pas 

bête
The Universe

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Beautiful illustrations, laced 
with humour, deepen the 
child’s understanding  200 x 290 mm

Hardcover 
80-96 pp
€15.50
Age 8+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 9

EAN: 9791036349997

Rights Sold:
Brazilian, Castilian, Chinese 
(Simplified), English (World), 
Korean, Spanish (Latin 
America), Russian, Turkish, 
Vietnamese

More than 2.9 million copies sold in the series in France! Copain des 
animaux
Copain des bois
Copain des 
chats
Copain de la 
danse
Copain de la 
cuisine
Copain de la 
nature
Copain de la 
planète
Copain des 
chevaux
Copain des 
chiens
Copain des geek
Copain des 

jardins
Copain des mers
Copain des 
montagnes
Copain des 
oiseaux
Copain des 
petites bêtes
Copain des 
sciences
Copain des 
sports
Copain du 
bricolage
Copain du ciel
Copain du foot
Copain de 
l’écologie

Encyclopaedic, practical and interactive, this series 
accompanies and guides children as they discover 
the World.

This collection of reference books for 8-13 year-olds combines     
scientific information and educational activities. Schemas, boxes, 
short, lively texts make for practical and fun reading There are at least 
40 activities in each book: experiments, and often original things 
to make. And, it’s a visual delight: Sparkling illustrations,    realistic 
schemas, up-to-the-minute photos…Copain du 

journalisme
Friend Of Journalism

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
A wide range 
of activities 

Clear visual explanations 190 x 250 mm
Softcover 
128-192 pp
€15.50
Age 8+
Pub date: 1996-2024

Number of titles: 23

EAN: 9782408034467

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified) Dutch, 
Korean, Polish, Turkish
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LES GOÛTERS PHILONON FICTION NON FICTION CARNETS DE NATURE

L’homme et 
l’animal
Croire et 
savoir
Avec 
religion sans 
religion
La colère et 
la patience
La confiance 
et la trahison
La justice et 
l’injustice
La 
tolérance et 
l’intolérance
La vie et la 

mort
Amour et 
amitié
Le respect et 
le mépris
Le succès et 
l’échec
Les artistes 
et le monde
Les droits et 
les devoirs
Les garçons 
et les filles
Libre et pas 
libre
Moi et les 
autres

Prendre son 
temps et 
perdre son
temps
Le travail et 
l’argent
Les chefs et 
les autres
La dictature 
et la 
démocratie
Le bien et le 
mal
AND MORE

For more than 20 years, Philosophical Breaks have 
been helping children! 

This series sets out philosophical concepts which are accessible to 
the young readers thanks to the combination of philosophical rigor, 
humor and examples taken from everyday life.
With these little books children reflect on the questions they ask 
themselves and enjoy the pleasure of handling ideas and making 
progress in their thinking.

The pioneering collection of philosophy for children!Le courage et la 
peur
Courage And Fear

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Brillant illustrations that 
pick up points from the 
text, adding humour

Answers that are Thought 
proboking rather than 
conventional 

More than 1.2 million copies sold worldwide! 

130 x 188 mm
Softcover  
56 pp
€9.50
Age 8+
Pub date: 2005 - 2024

Number of titles: 41

EAN: 9782408049751

Rights Sold:
Brazilian, Bulgarian, Castilian, 
Catalan, Chinese (Complex), 
Chinese (Simplified), German, 
Greek, Hungarian, Spanish 
(Latin America), Turkish, 
Vietnamese

More than 3.7 million copies sold in France! 

Cabanes et 
abris
Étoiles et 
planètes
L’orientation 
Papillons et 
chenilles
La pêche en 
eau douce
Petites 
bêtes de 
campagne

Petites bêtes 
des jardins
La ruche
Traces et 
empruntes
Elever des 
petites bêtes
Oiseaux des 
jardins
L’orientation

The Nature Notebooks collection is one of the 
essential nature books from Milan editions.

Nature Notebook’ is divided into two sub-series: Identification and 
Activities.
The first teaches children how to recognize animals, the second 
suggests things to make and ways to have fun in nature. Easy to slip 
into your pocket, they are designed to be used outdoors.

The contents have not aged, and their new layout brings them up 
to date. Less static, more colorful and more cheerful, it makes books 
more attractive. Their “raw” paper cover, enriched with flaps and a 
cutout, gives them character and originality. 

Petites bêtes des 
rivières et des 
étangs
Small River And Pond 
Creatures

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Clear, concise texts that go 
straight to the heart of the 
matterA guide you can take with 

you everywhere you go 
120 x 190 mm
Softcover 
40 pp
€8.50
Age 8+
Pub date: 2011-2024

Number of titles: 13

EAN: 9782408048549

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), German
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Mes cartes 
mentales 
-  l'Histoire du 
monde
My Mind Maps - The History 
Of The World

By Elisabeth De Lambilly 
• Illustrated by Gabrielle 
Berger & Béatrice Veillon

Rights Sold:

A new way of presenting the history of the world: 
30 mind maps based on emblematic figures from 
Lucy to Ramses II to ecologist Wangari Maathaï.

Mind maps: an innovative graphic concept used in schools. They give 
children an overview of a character and their era at a glance. This is 
the only children's collection to use this principle.

A discovery of those who have left their mark on human history: Lucy 
the australopithecine, the Roman emperor Augustus, Eleanor of 
Aquitaine, Genghis Khan, Queen Victoria, Lenin, Martin Luther King...

The concept, acclaimed by the press, is in line with current reading 
habits among 8/12 year-olds: information is conveyed through images 
and key words.

250 x 280 mm
hardcover
88 pp
€15.90
Age 8+
Pub date: April 2024

EAN: 9791036360794

Mission Lune
Lunar Mission

By David Marchand 
& Guillaume Prévôt • 
Illustrated by Guillaume 
Morellec

A non-fiction picture book with sumptuous 
illustrations, worthy of a celebration! 

An exhaustive illustrated book that shows all the stages in the 
conquest of the moon. In 2019, it was the 50th anniversary of man’s 
first steps on the Moon and the conquest of space. A complete 
documentary album that retraces all the stages of the conquest of the 
Moon, from Sputnik in 1957 to the final Apollo 17 mission in 1972.

The two authors – research development engineers in physics and 
astronomy, specialists of the subject - bring reflection, precision and 
personal involvement to the text.

A calm, embodied 
and precise story

The poignant moments 
in man’s conquest of the
moon based on the 
famous Nasa photos.

Luminous illustrations 
by Guillaume Morellec

235 x 300 mm
Hardcover
48 pp
€14.90
Age 8+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408046774

Rights Sold:
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NON FICTIONNON FICTION C’EST QUOI ?  

Stop à la 
surconsommation
Stop Overconsumpition

By Emmanuelle Vibert • 
Illustrated by Dume

Rights Sold:

It's still possible to consume differently and 
protect the planet! A guide for 10-15 year-olds 
to understand the issues surrounding over-
consumption and how to resist it.

Consuming "as before" no longer makes sense. With the help of 
quizzes, tests and games, this book helps teenagers understand the 
stakes of consumerism, the need to consume better, and gives clues 
on how to go about it.
Tennagers, the ideal target for major brands, don't like to be "taken 
for a ride". Journalist Emmanuelle Vibert sets out to decipher 
for them the traps of marketing and the brain, so they don't let 
themselves be manipulated!

The first volume in the series, Comprendre l'info et décrypter les 
fake-news, published 2 years ago, has already become a must-have in 
bookshops.

Illustrated with humor by Dume, and with examples of ads and posts 
from social networks.

165 x 220 mm
softcover
80 pp
€12.90
Age 10+
Pub date: February 2024

EAN: 9791036355523

C’est quoi, les 
fake news ?
C’est quoi, les 
inégalités ?
C’est quoi, le 
terrorisme
C’est quoi, 
l’écologie ?
C’est quoi, 
l’économie ?
C’est quoi, 
le monde 
numérique ?
C’est quoi, 

le monde 
numérique 
? #2
C’est quoi, 
l’exploration 
spatiale ?
C’est quoi, la 
santé?
C’est quoi les 
discriminations 
?

‘What’s That ?’ explains the news and hot topics !

These books puts the accent on interactivity at the child’s level, to 
open young minds to the world without dogmatism! The reader is 
invited to construct his or her own reasoning and to obtain the keys to 
form his or her own opinion. 

Lively drawings and simple texts, all full of humour, hold the attention 
of young readers. A real documentary that takes a close look at the 
common practices of children.

C’est quoi le 
militantisme ? 
What Is Activism? 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Information that 
has been worked on, 
checked and explained 

Inforgraphics to 
visual a somtimes 
complex set of data

More than 80,000copies sold in France! 

160 x 200 mm
Softcover
64-128 pp
€6.50-9.50
Age 9+
Pub date: 2018-2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9782408040390

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Slovenian, Ukrainian, 
Vietnamese
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Des chatbots qui émettent des propos 
racistes sur les réseaux sociaux, des voi-

tures autonomes qui provoquent des accidents 
mortels… L’intelligence artificielle pose de 
nombreuses questions d’ordre moral. Res-
ponsable de la dimension éthique liée à 
l’IA, l’éthicien participera à la conception de 
règles algorithmiques pour s’assurer qu’elles 
sont conformes aux valeurs et principes fon-
damentaux du droit humain (liberté, respon-
sabilité, respect des diversités, etc.). Son rôle 

sera particulièrement important au sein des 
grandes entreprises technologiques  en 
partenariat avec les équipes de direction et 
de marketing, il veillera à ce que ses dévelop-
pements ou produits respectent l’éthique de 
l’entreprise et du droit en général. 

FORMATION : 
Diplôme d’éthique des sciences et 
des technologies après des études de 

droit, de sciences, de santé.

Pour améliorer les similitudes entre le cerveau humain 
et l’intelligence artifi cielle, des progrès doivent encore 

être accomplis dans la connaissance des réseaux 
neuronaux et de l’apprentissage automatique 

(machine learning)… C’est le travail d’un 
chercheur en IA. Il réalise des travaux 

de recherche ou des études scienti-
fiques permettant d’explorer, d’appro-
fondir et d’étendre la connaissance dans 

le domaine de l’IA. Il observe, for-
mule et vérifi e des hypothèses 

dont il diffuse ensuite les 
résultats auprès de la com-
munauté scientifique, de 
partenaires institutionnels 

ou d’entreprises… 

FORMATION : 
Doctorat dans un domaine 
(biologie, neurosciences, 
etc.) et formation  en IA.

ÉTHICIEN(NE)
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neuronaux et de l’apprentissage automatique 

(machine learning)… C’est le travail d’un 
chercheur en IA. Il réalise des travaux 

de recherche ou des études scienti-
fiques permettant d’explorer, d’appro-
fondir et d’étendre la connaissance dans 

le domaine de l’IA. Il observe, for-
mule et vérifi e des hypothèses 

dont il diffuse ensuite les 
résultats auprès de la com-
munauté scientifique, de 
partenaires institutionnels 

ou d’entreprises… 

FORMATION : 
Doctorat dans un domaine 
(biologie, neurosciences, 
etc.) et formation  en IA.
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NON FICTIONNON FICTION

Le guide des 
métiers de 
demain
The Guide to Tomorrow’s Jobs

By Sandrine Pouverreau • 
Illustrated by Walter Glassof

85% of the professions of 2030 do not yet 
exist. This guide lists a hundred or so emerging 
professions!

The world is changing, the jobs are changing, and the pressure to 
know what teenagers will do in the future is felt from the first years of 
secondary school. Parents are worried about their children’s future, 
and teenagers are just as worried about projecting themselves into a 
future that seems very far away!

This guide aims to offer some food for thought and to explain what 
the jobs of tomorrow will consist of, by presenting the specificities 
of each of the most promising sectors, and by specifying the skills 
expected and the training that already exists.

A lot of quality information 
illustrated with humour

From art to data to 
artificial intelligence, 
a guide to discovering 
the sectors and jobs 
that will be in vogue in 
the future.

170 x 240 mm
Softcover
104 pp
€12.90
Age 14+
Pub date: January 2024

EAN: 9791036364600

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Ukrainian

Tout pour éviter 
les trolls - 32 BD 
pour décoder les 
médias
Everything To Avoid Trolls - 
32 Comics To Decipher The 
Media

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 
• Illustrated by Chacha 
illustration

Rights Sold:

Is Google too powerful? Who's behind the trolls? 
Should press cartoons always make you laugh? 
What's fact-checking? A funny and instructive 
guide that teaches teenagers how to decipher the 
media.

Episodes adapted for animation on the Info or Mytho-théories 
YouTube channel (481,000 subscribers)!
A compilation of the "Décodage" comic series published in "Géo 
Ado" (read by 30,000 readers), which deciphers the media and 
answers teenagers' questions!

Charlotte Martin's humorous drawings make key concepts easy to 
understand!

184 x 235 mm
hardcover
80 pp
€12.90
Age 11+
Pub date: March 2024

EAN: 9782408050009
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The collection of non-fiction books that are told like 
stories to help children discover the world. 

Top 1 series of children documentary for 4-7 years old. 
(GFK 2023) with 1 million copies sold per year!

The non-fiction collection to 
unfold! 7 games and stickers 
from an exciting world to unfold
as the pages turn.

Large images to complete with 
stickers to connect children with 
what they’re learning.

Guiding kindly the growing child, 
accompanying him in the
discovery of the world.

An initiation to art, to discover 
artists or trends, and their most 
emblematic works.

Strong animations to manipulate 
endlessly and learning actively.

A first encyclopedia with a larger 
theme covered.

Important emotional moments 
of the child treated with a 
pediatrician and advices given to 
parents.

To learn about a sport in detail 
and in pictures, discover and 
practice it!

More pages and more content 
for the more curious to see the 
world in a bigger way.

World most famous mythologies 
told to children.

Religious stories approached 
from a secular point of view, to 
share part of our cultural and 
artistic heritage with children.

32 pp - €7.604-7

24 pp - €4.90

2-4

40 pp - €8.50

5+

40 pp - €8.50

5+

18 pp - €5.90

5+

40 pp - €9.50

7+

32 pp - €7.60

5+

32 pp - €7.90

5+

24 pp - €12.50

4-7

80 pp - €14.90

5+

32 pp - €7.60

4-7

16 pp - €4.90

4-7

MES TOUT PREMIERS DOCSNON FICTION

La ville
Les chats
La lune
L’eau
La maison
La nature
Le corps
Les couleurs
Les émotions
La ferme
Les petites 
bêtes
Les plantes
Les animaux
La savane
La mer
Le soleil

Les véhicules
Le chantier
Les bébés 
animaux
Les saisons
Le marché
Les camions
Le potager
Les tracteurs
La montagne
Le monde
AND MORE

More than 310,000copies sold worldwide! 

The new non-fiction series for curious 2-4-year-
olds!

Guiding kindly the growing child, accompanying him in the discovery 
of the world around him and helping him to relate his daily life to his 
environment: this is the mission of “My very first docs”. The global 
themes embrace the child’s universe: they observe, understand, 
memorise. 

The production is adapted to little hands: small format, 24 tear-proof 
paper pages, a cover with rounded corners.

Les nombres
Numbers

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Narrative to help 
children understand 
everything easily 

Easily understandable 
pictures and descriptions 
to enrich the text 

160 x 165 mm 
Hardcover 
24 pp
€5,20
Age 2+
Pub date: 2019-2024

Number of titles: 32

EAN: 9782408049607

Rights Sold:
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More than 560,000copies sold worldwide! 
Le cirque
Les dangers 
domestiques
L’espace 
Les poneys
La maternelle
Le chantier
Le corps 
humain
Les châteaux 
forts
Les 
dinosaures
La ferme
Le football
Garages et 
voitures
La mer
Noël
Les pirates

Les policiers
Les pompiers
Pyramides et 
pharaons
La savane
Les saisons
La station 
de ski
Le zoo
La sécurité 
routière
Les soigneurs 
animaliers
En avion !
Les jeux 
olympiques
Le restaurant

Action at the heart of information!

The ‘My Little Docs’ collection with 15-20 animations per title. The 
perfect tool to understand the world while developping fine motor 
skills. 

The precision of the ‘My little docs’ information with beautiful ani-
mation to understand everything easily. And the moving features 
are robust and easy to manipulate.

L’espace
Space

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Easy-to-pull tabs Beautiful illustrations 
with informative text200 x 200 mm

Hardcover with tabs to pull
22 pp
€12.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2013-2023

Number of titles: 28

EAN: 9782408015916

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

NON FICTION MES DOCS À COLLERNON FICTION MES DOCS ANIMÉS  

More than 2.4 million copies sold worldwide! 
Les légumes
La station 
de ski
Au restaurant
Les crottes
Les châteaux 
de la Loire
Les fruits
Le vélo
Les animaux 
du froid
Les bâteaux
Le bébé
Les bébés
animaux
La Bretagne
Les camions
Le camping
La cantine

Les châteaux 
forts
Les chats
Les chevaliers
Le chocolat
Le cirque
Les Cro- 
Magnon
Les dauphins
Les 
dinosaures
Voyage en 
avion
L’espace
La ferme
La ruche
La piscine
Le pain
La maternelle

Le football
Les policiers
Les habits
Les
instruments 
de musique
Le jardin
Le judo
Les loups
Ma première 
rentrée en 
maternelle
Les maisons 
des animaux
La mer
Les pompiers
Les poupées
Les 
princesses

Les robots
Le rugby
La savane
Les trains
Le vétérinaire
Les voitures
Les volcans
Le Poney- 
Club
Les 
infirmières et 
infirmiers
Les monstres
Mars
Noël
Le parc 
animalier
Paris
Les 

dinosaures
L’Alsace
La Tour Eiffel
Les animaux
Les jeux 
olympiques
Les pierres 
précieuses
AND MORE

Young children acquire their first knowledge by 
placing stickers onto big pictures 

The success of the ‘My Little Docs’ series inspired Milan to create a 
new non-fiction series of books with stickers. A competitive price for a 
new version with a different placing procedure to the ‘My Little Docs’ 
books. 

A complete activity book with 40 sickers! 

Le chantier
The Construction Site

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Effective illustrations 
and simple texts

Can be used by children 
without the help of an 
adult

190 x 250 mm
Softcover with stickers 
16 pp
€5.20
Age 4+
Pub date: 2015-2024

Number of titles: 72

EAN: 9782408047863

Rights Sold:
Polish
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NON FICTION MES P’TITS DOCSNON FICTION MES P’TITS POURQUOI

More than 6,6 millioncopies sold worldwide! 

Beautifully illustrated, these documentaries will 
satisfy the curiosity of 4-6-year-old.

The short texts on varied themes, such as the zoo and the space, are 
printed on tearproof paper, making them the ideal companion for 
discovery. A little documentary for young children with robust paper 
that won’t tear.

The perfect tool to guide children in their discovery of the 
surrounding world! 

Le métro
The Metro

By VARIOUS AUTHORS Simple and 
instructive 
textsBeautiful illustrations

Au poneyclub
Le chantier
Les châteaux 
forts
Les chats
Les
chevaliers
La dance
Les 
dinosaures
Les émotions
La ferme
Les monstres
Les 
montagnes 
Les pirates
La plage
Les pompiers
Les princesses
La savane
Les trains
Le vétérinaire 
L’École 
Maternelle

Chez le 
coiffeur
La forêt
La lune
La poule
La pâtisserie
Le ski
La tour Eiffel
Le bébé
Le camping
Versailles
Le chocolat
Le cinéma
Molière
Le football
Le handicap
Le jardin
Le judo
Le livre
Le pain
Le panda
Les jeux 
olympiques
Le froid

Le soleil
Le vélo
Le yoga
Le zoo
Les abeilles
Les Cro-
Magnon
Les bâteaux
Les chiens
Les
dauphins
Les dents
les fourmis
Les grands-
parents
Le poisson-
rouge
Les motos
Les policiers
Les poneys
Les robots
Les maisons
du monde
Les tracteurs

Les oeufs
Les voitures
Les volcans
L’espace
L’hôpital
L’orage
London
Paris
New York
Noël
La musique
L’avion
Mozart
Le cirque
Les indiens
Le désert
Les virus
Léonard de
Vinci
AND MORE

190-300 x 190-300 mm
Hardcover 
32 pp
€7.90-11,90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2007-2024

Number of titles: 82

EAN: 9782408047894

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Korean, 
Polish, Turkish, Vietnamese, 
Ukrainian

More than 570,000copies sold worldwide! Les frères et 
soeurs
La timidité
La politesse
Attendre un 
bébé
La peur
Les amis
Le 
déménagement
Le diabète
Les parents
Les allergies 
alimentaires
L’autisme
Le divorce
Les émotions
Les enfants 
précoces
La colère

La mort
Le sommeil
La surdité
Les mensonges
Baby-Sitting
L’adoption
L’alimentation
L’animal de 
compagnie
La dyslexie
L’ennui
L’hyperactivité
Dieu
Les écrans
L’hyperactivité
Se faire opérer
La rentrée au 
CP
La varicelle
AND MORE

A new collection of illustrated documentaries that 
presents the highlights of the emotional life of 
children from 4 years.

A narrative thread to promote proximity, identification and complicity, 
short texts, soft and funny illustrations make this collection the 
ideal way to talk about all the subjects that touch the child closely. 
The abyss by fiction allows a more immediate and concrete 
understanding, while the documentary part gives the words that 
adults often miss in answering questions about children.

La patience
Patience

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Short texts, ideals to 
broach these subjetcs

Tender and amusing  
illustrations

190-197 x 190-197 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€7.90
Age 4+
Pub date: 2017-2024

Number of titles: 38

EAN: 9782408048358

Rights Sold:
Czech, Greek
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La
musique

classique

Avec une playlist
à retrouver

en ligne�!

MES ENCYCLOS P’TITS DOCS  MES DOCS MUSIQUE NON FICTION

L’histoire des 
dinosaures
L’histoire des 
explorations
L’histoire de la 
vitesse
L’histoire de 
la conquête 
spaciale
L’histoire de 
l’Odyssée
L’histoire de l’art
L’histoire de la 
cuisine
L’histoire de 
la vie
L’histoire des 
humains et des 
animaux
L’histoire du 
sport

We have enriched the series ‘My Little Docs’  by 
adding the first encyclopaedias.

Clear explanations, accessible to young readers, well-paced, concise, 
clear and accessible to the young reader, lively, full of fun, ideal as 
a first comic presentation. This is the perfect first encyclopaedia to 
have! 

An affordable price for a little that represents the first small 
encyclopaedia on Life.

L’histoire de la 
communication
The History of Communication

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

NON FICTION

Simple and 
instructive 
textsBeautiful illustrations

245 x 215 mm
Hardcover 
80 pp
€15.50
Age 5+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9782408043438

Rights Sold:
Basque, Chinese (Simplified)

A new documentary to discover the history of each 
musical trend.

To discover its history, its best artists, its great standards, its 
instruments, its emblematic places or its various trends. Double-page 
spreads that tell its story from the beginning or zoom in on a specific 
theme later. 
A bonus playlist of 30 tracks includes in a flashcode, to listen to on 
Deezer or Spotify!

A documentary that reads like a story. Features an endearing mascot 
who provides additional information. 13 photos to discover the main 
representatives of the music trend that has never stopped evolving.

Le rap
Rap

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Jazz
Rock
La musique 
classique

190 x 225 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€8.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2021-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9782408050719

Rights Sold:
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MES DOCS ARTNON FICTION NON FICTION MES P’TITS MYTHES  

More than 130,000copies sold worldwide! 
René Magritte 
Gustave Klimt 
Frida Kahlo
Leonardo Da 
Vinci 
Johannes 
Vermeer 
Charlot
Vincent Van  
Gogh 
Pablo Picasso
Antoni Gaudi 
Auguste Rodin
Salvador Dali
L’art abstrait

L’art 
préhistorique
Les 
impressionistes
Michel-Ange
Marc Chagall
Joan Miró
Impressionistes
Pablo Picasso
Salvador Dali

A book to discover the most beautiful works of 
essential(s) artist(s) ! 

With drawings and photos discover reknowned artists and their lives: 
who were they? What did they like to paint? How did they work? Why 
are they still famous today? 

Editions Milan explores the world of art with this series designed 
to make art accessible to the youngest readers. 4 clear parts and 
features that are common to each book in the series, to get to
know all about the most famous and productive artists in the 20th 
century.

Robert Doisneau
By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Simple and 
instructive 
texts

Beautiful 
colorful 
illustrations

190 x 225 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€8.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2007-2024

Number of titles: 19

EAN: 9782408048785

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), German, 
Korean

Thésée et le 
minotaure
Les 12 
travaux 
d’Héraclès
Persée et 
Meduse
Le mythe 
d’Oedipe
Jason et la 
toison d’or
Perceval et 
la quête du 
Graal
Arthur et 

Merlin 
l’Enchanteur
Isis et Osiris
Prométhée, 
le voleur de 
feu
Les dieux et 
déesses de 
l’Olympe
Les dieux 
et déesses 
d’Egypte
La boîte de 
Pandore

Myths and tales from around the world for kids 
aged 4 and up!

This series is an introduction to famous myths and legends for little 
ones. The short and richly illustrated stories explore themes that are 
rarely touched on for this age group.

Find out why these myths and tales are so famous and discover the 
works of art they inspired.

Les dieux 
et déesses 
nordiques
The Northern Gods and 
Goddesses

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Highly illustrated myths 
by the talented Jess 
Pauwels

Include a genealogical tree 
that shows how the different 
characters are related at the 
beginnning

190 x 190 mm
Hardcover
32 pp
€7.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2021 - 2024

Number of titles: 14

EAN: 9782408047405

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), Spanish 
(Latin America), Turkish
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LES P'TITS DOCS +NON FICTIONNON FICTION

Les abysses
Champollion
Le 
superpouvoir 
des sens
Les fleurs
Les 
champignons
Les dents

Joséphine Baker
By VARIOUS AUTHORS

A fascinating collection for curious kids to learn all 
about nature, important figures and science.

A non-fiction book that reads like a story, with in-depth information 
and diagrams to better understand the subject.

A new collection in the “P’tits Docs” world: bigger format, more 
pages and more content for older kids.

Bonus at the end 
of each book: a fun 
encyclopedia page

225 x 225 mm
Hardcover
40 pp
€9,50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 6

EAN: 9782408048938

Rights Sold:

More than 20,000copies sold worldwide! 

L'arche de Noé
Noah’s Ark

By Prune Mahésine • 
Illustrated by Aude  Massot

Rights Sold:

Religious stories approached from a secular point 
of view, to pass on a part of our cultural and 
artistic heritage to children.

The launch of a new theme: the great biblical stories!
After Greek and Egyptian mythologies and medieval stories, a new 
segment on biblical stories, founders of Western art and culture.
A book that initiates a segment on religions, treated from a secular 
point of view. An opportunity to pass on stories that are part of our 
heritage to children.
This collection uses the same ingredients as the "P'tits docs", and 
brings our documentary know-how to develop this theme in the 
catalog.
An illustration at the beginning of the book sets the scene for the 
Bible and all its characters, to help children understand the links 
between them and simplify their reading of the story.

197 x 197 mm
hardcover
32 pp
€7.90
Age 5+
Pub date: January 2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9782408047580
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100 questions to find out all 
about a fascinating subject.80 pp - €14.90

7+

Documentaries that tackle the issues as
children ask them. A precious support for
discussing with them and answering their

questions. Top 5 series of children documentary!

40 pp - €8.907+

An introduction to science with 
experiments.

Explore cities and countries with 
a pop-up map.

Learn about the major periods in 
history. Bonus: a timeline.

Everything you need to know 
about planet Earth, its animals
and phenomena.

To understand what’s going on in 
your body and mind.

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

40 pp - €8.90

7+

NNEEW

NON FICTION MES P’TITES QUESTIONS  

More than 2,5 million copies sold worldwide! Internet
Le rugby
Les pompiers
Le football
Lire et écrire
Les 
inventions
Les animaux 
d’Afrique
Les avions
Les dents
Les écrans
Les robots et 
l’IA
Les voitures
L’alimenta- 
-tion

La nuit
Les films et le 
cinéma
L’hôpital
L’école 
élémentaire
Le travail
Les 
vêtements
La Terre, la 
vie, l’Univers
AND MORE

‘My Little Questions’ is a big sister to ‘My Little 
Docs’ in Milan’s best-selling non-fiction collection.

How are babies made? Do all eggs become chicks? How the
animals in the forest don’t get lost? Can I become a professional
footballer? 

With these accessible texts and big illustrations, young readers can 
learn more about subjects that interest them. Classic and up-to-date 
themes. A window on the world! 

Les espions
Spies

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Accesible texts for 
Young Readers   Big drawings, lots of 

visual informations 
210 x 210 mm 
Hardcover
40 pp 
€9.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2011-2024

Number of titles: 20

EAN: 9782408048211

Rights Sold:
Cambodgian, Chinese 
(Simplified), Polish, Vietnamese
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NON FICTION MES P’TITES QUESTIONS NATURE NON FICTION MES P’TITES QUESTIONS ET MOI  

Les arbres
Les insectes
Les loups
Les oiseaux
Les poneys
La météo
Les volcans
Les animaux
qui font peur
Le climat et
les saisons
Les 
agriculteurs

Les océans
Les 
catastrophes 
naturelles

Questions that children ask themselves! 

And simple, clear and well-documented answers to accompany 
children in their questioning of the living world! climate issues, 
deforestation, agroforestry, insects, animals, all explained to children! 

Essential topics to discuss with children.

Les volcans
Volcanos

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Big illustrations 
to highlight the 
text 

Precise answer to 
understand 
everything about the 
subject 

More than 120,000 copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€9.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 13

EAN: 9782408046316

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)

Bosses, 
rhumes et 
varicelle
La confiance 
en soi
L’amour et 
l’amitié
L’amour et 
les bébés
Les émotions
Le bien et le 
mal
Le 
harcèlement
La vie, la 
mort

Les gros 
mots
Pipi, caca et 
crottes de 
nez
Les cheveux 
et les poils
Les filles, les 
garçons et 
moi

Answering 16 questions that children commonly 
ask themselves.

A fully illustrated documentary book, in a clear and precise graphic 
universe, to understand and reassure children about small everyday 
topics. Real children’s questions on a subject that fascinates them but 
which they do not always dare to discuss with adults. 

To accompany all children in their search for well-being!

L’intimité et le 
consentement
Intimacy And Consent

By VARIOUS AUTHORS Illustrations to 
accompagny the 
understanding of 
the text 

Precise asnwer 
written by specialists

More than 310,000 copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€9.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2013-2024

Number of titles: 15

EAN: 9782408047948

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified)
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MES P’TITES QUESTIONS ENCYCLO   NON FICTIONMES P’TITES QUESTIONS HISTOIRENON FICTION

Qui commande 
?
La mythologie 
grecque
Ça a toujours 
existé ?
Comment ça 
marche ?
C’est où, 
cet endroit 
incroyable ?
Qui fait quoi ?

100 questions with precise answers to understand 
the world, history, our daily life...

Esay-to-understand text with vivid illutsrations to understand 
everything about various and complex themes. 

L’Afrique
Africa

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Lively, informative 
texts

Strong visual universes 

More than 60,000 copies sold worldwide!

190 x 225 mm
Hardcover 
40-80 pp
€8.50-15.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2007-2024

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9782408046293

Rights Sold:
Korean

Les vikings
Les dinosaures
L’Égypte 
ancienne
La Terre, la vie, 
l’Univers Le 
Moyen
Âge
Les chateaux 
forts
Les grandes 
découvertes
Les romains
La Révolution 
Française 

La préhistoire
La colonisation 
et la 
décolonisation 
françaises

‘My Little Questions History series’ to explore and 
understand the exciting periods in history.

An essential illustrated documentary collection for 6-8 year olds to 
understand History better. From Dinosaurs to Middle age and the 
Vikings, children will learn everything about their favorite history time. 

Exciting themes for young readers!

Le Moyen Âge
Middle Age

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Understanding  
through images

Dynamic and fluid 
layout to facilitate 
reading 

More than 100,000 copies sold worldwide!

210 x 210 mm
Hardcover 
40 pp
€9.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2017-2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9782408046262

Rights Sold:
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Le grand 
cahier 
d’activité 
de la famille 
Oukilé
La famille 
Oukilé 
globe-trotter
Les folles 
journées de 
la famille 
Oukilé
La famille 
Oukilé fait la 
fête autour 
du monde
La famille 
Oukilé 
s’amuse

La famille 
Oukilé se 
régale autour 
du monde
La famille 
Oukilé en 
week-end
La famille 
Oukilé parle 
anglais 
En Europe 
avec la 
famille 
Oukilé
Puzzles
AND MORE

20 large scenes full of 
details  

Illustrations bustling 
with details and humour, 
children will love delving 
into them!

ACTIVITIES LA FAMILLE OUKILÉ

La famille Oukilé 
visite Paris
The Oukilé Family in Paris

By Béatrice Veillon

Rights Sold:

Keep your eyes open! And find where are hidden 
Mr. and Mrs. Oukilé, their children, Flora and 
Nestor, and the dog Opié. 

The child searches on each double page the members of the Oukilé 
family, but also full of other details which are indicated in the text. He 
also likes to spot the humorous gags and other quirks hidden in these 
large miniature decora.ons. Game pages punctuate the book, to 
accompany the child in his discovery!

190-230 x 190-260 mm
€9.60-16.90
Age 3+-8+
Pub date: 2010-2024

Number of titles: 15

EAN: 9791036369612

Castilian, Catalan, Chinese 
(Complex and Simplified), 
Dutch, Hungarian, Italian, 
Japanese, Korean

More than 630,000copies sold in the series worldwide! 
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ACTIVITIES JEUX P’TITS DOCSACTIVITIES LIVRES JEUX

More than 70,000boxes sold worldwide! 

Match
Tous en 
classe !
Memozz - 
Savane !
7 missions 
- Vive le 
cirque ! 
7 missions 
- En avant, 
chevalier !
7 missions 
- SOS 
Pompiers
Christmas 
baba et 
piñata

7 missions 
- Gestes 
écolos
Qui que quiz 
- Animaux
Qui que quiz 
- France
Qui que quiz 
- Géant
Qui que quiz 
- Dinosaures
Caravelle et 
Dentifrice
Croc 
Crevettes
AND MORE

Various set of the bestselling series “My Little 
Docs” game boxes to have fun everywhere!

From multi-theme questions-and-answers, to the classic Happy 
Families cards games, or memory games with a narative 
documentary, you will never get bored with the My Little Docs Game 
sets. Evolving games, with rules to be adapted according to the age 
of the players, and a visual framework to help the youngest.

Easy to carry around everywhere!

3, 2, 1 Podium ! 
3, 2, 1 Podium!

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

83-150 x 80-150 mm
Game Box 
€7.90 - €12.90
Age 4+ - 6+
Pub date: 2019-2024

Number of titles: 17

EAN: 9782408047597

Rights Sold:

A fun quiz with 
200 questions and 
answers, to help you 
learn all about sport!

A box of 100 cards to learn 
and challenge ourselves on 4 
sports categories: Champions; 
Major competitions; Sports 
rules, techniques, equipment; 
Funny sports

4 possible gameplays 
easy to carry, at home or 
on the road!

Mes premiers 
jeux de société
My First Board Games 

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

A game-book to carry everywhere!

Two dice and 6 repositionable sticker counters to play everywhere, on 
the go (car, train, etc.) or at home! 

4 board games :
2 classic games: one game of the goose in the savannah, and one 
snakes and ladders under the sea,
2 more original games: one dinosaur race and one game to get the 
sloths to safety.

4,500 copies sold of the first edition!

Anti-boredom 
activities 

A unique object

Mes premiers 
jeux de société 
en vacances
Petits jeux 
autour du 
monde

170-220 x 170-245 mm
Board Games Book
8 pp
€14.95-19.90
Age 3+
Pub date: 2021-2024

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791027612383

Rights Sold:
Castilian, Chinese (Complex), 
Dutch, Korean, Russian
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ACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES LA QUÊTE DONT TU ES LE HÉROS

Sauvons le 
château !
Rescue The Castle!

By Céline Candie • 
Illustrated by Nikol

Rights Sold:

La quête dont tu es le héros finally adapted for the 
little ones!

A new version designed for 4-6 year-olds: a more accessible layout 
with signage adapted for non-readers, game categories identified by 
pictograms and a narrative led by 2 heroes in disguise.
All the ingredients that have made the major collection such a success 
are here: a mission to complete, a variety of worlds, a path to choose 
on every double-page and games to play with no pencil. 
La quête dont tu es le héros: 86,000 copies of the first 10 volumes 
sold.

Céline Candie, an author specializing in game books, has teamed up 
with Nikol, an experienced illustrator (Énigmes à tous les étages), to 
produce illustrations teeming with detail.
Games for fun with knights, princesses and dragons or animals from 
all over the world.210 x 240 mm

hardcover
32 pp
€10.90
Age 4+
Pub date: June 2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791027612406
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Sur la piste d’un 
drôle d’animal

More than 70,000copies sold worldwide! 
Mystérieuse 
disparition 
au musée du 
Louvre
Le château du 
comte de la 
trouille
La fantastique 
expédition 
de tous les 
dangers
Journée 
sensationnelle 
au parc 
d’attraction
La glaciale 

chasse au Yéti
Dangereuse 
mission pour 
le Chevalier 
Coeur de 
Dragon
Périlleuse 
aventure chez 
les pirates
Course folle 
dans Paris

A series were you are the hero, and your choices 
determine your fate!

Be careful what path you choose, you never know where you will end 
up.  On each double page, the reader must solve one or two puzzles 
(7 mistakes, a maze, guessing games, find the double, puzzles...) 
before choosing a path.

Stories full of unexpected twists and turns!

La grande 
traversée du 
temps
The Great Journey Through 
Time

By Hervé Éparvier and 
VARIOUS ILLUSTRATORS

Interactive and 
entertaining 
adventures

Highly-illustrated 
double pages with 
games you can play 
without a pencil: mazes, 
7 mistakes, puzzles, 
guessing games…

230 x 260 mm
Hardcover 
48 pp
€9.90-11.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2018-2024

Number of titles: 12

EAN: 9791027611607

Rights Sold:
Chinese (Simplified), German
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MES DOCS À JOUERACTIVITIES

Au musée
At The Museum

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
ILLUSTRATORS

A book that unfolds, with a huge poster-like 
illustration on one side and fun, interesting facts 
and games on the other !

The book unfolds to reveal a large image to observe, and fascinating 
facts about firefighting, divided into 7 sections. Each of these sections 
is accompanied by a game, such as spot the difference, a maze, a 
riddle, seek-and-find… A new original concept to learn while having 
fun! 

A new original series of non-fiction gamebooks in the “Mes P’tits 
Docs” collection.

Games to play 
with your eyes 
and fingers only

190 x 190 mm
Soft cover
18 pp
€5.90
Age 5+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 8

EAN: 9782408049621

À la plage
Au Far West
Sous la terre
À la caserne 
des pompiers
Au château fort
Au stade
À Paris

Rights Sold:

ACTIVITIES

Anatole Latuile - 
Bêtises Express
My First Board Game

By Anne Didier & Olivier 
Muller • Illustrated by 
Clément Devauxl

Anatole Latuile, a hero of BD Kids!

Anatole Latuile is the reigning champion of naughtiness. 

At least, with him, you’ll never get bored! The goal of this fun game of 
observation and speed is to get all the cards and be the fastest to hit 
the buzzer.

€11.90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2017-2024

EAN: 9791036364631

Rights Sold:
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More than 100,000 copies sold in the series in France!

Join the irresistible cat detective Agata Crispy on 
her adventures!

A world close to children’s everyday life featuring a relatable a       
mascot, a recurrent feline detective: Agata Crispy!

All the ingredients of a mystery: observation, richly detailed 
pictures, wordplay, humour. Each of the 8 mysteries can be enjoyed 
independently, set in a specific décor ... But there is a guiding thread 
running through the series. 

A unique concept of puzzles that is particularly popular amongst 
6-8-year-olds. 

Enquêtes à Paris
Investigations In Paris

By Paul Martin • Illustrated 
by Camille Roy

Paul Martin’s fantasy combined 
with Camille Roy’s tender and 
funny illustrations 

A narrative thread links 
these riddles but does 
not oblige readers to do 
them in order

Bienvenue à 
Matouville
Autour du 
monde
Au pays des 
contes
Même pas 
peur !
Voyage dans le 
temps

170-180 x 240-255 mm
Softcover 
48-80 pp
€11.90 - 12,50
Age 6+ 
Pub date:  2018 - 2024

Number of titles: 6

EAN: 9791036355547

Rights Sold:
Catalan, Chinese (Complex and 
Simplified), Dutch, German, 
Greek, Korean, Norwegian, 
Russian, Serbian, Spanish 
(Spain), Ukrainian

À toi de jouer, 
détective ! Au 
parc d'attractions
Your Turn Detective! At The 
Amusement Parl

By Pascal Prévot • Illustrated 
by Clémence Lallemand

Rights Sold:

"À toi de jouer, détective!", a new collection of 
game books with four wheels on the cover to solve 
investigations. Where? When? How? Who? Turn 
the wheels to answer the questions!

A new and original creation! On the cover, there are four wheels to 
turn: one to record the place where the mischief was committed, the 
other three to record the time, the object used and the culprit. 
A simple, fun and clever mechanism!
15 amusing investigations! To reconstruct the facts, children have to 
read the testimonies and collect the clues. A game of deduction to 
develop imagination, concentration and thinking skills.

A collection in the same spirit and by the same author, Pascal Prévot, 
as the "Qui est le coupable?" collection, which has sold over 110,000 
copies of all titles combined.

4 wheels on the cover 
to reveal clues and 
determine the culprit, 
place, time and object 
of the crime

15 riddles to solve

240 x 280 mm
hardcover
40 pp
€13.90
Age 6+
Pub date: May 2024

EAN: 9782408048952
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Mon papa et moi
My Daddy And I

By Marine Gérald • 
Illustrated by OlivierLatyk

Rights Sold:

A book to complete and keep, to know better their 
family and write down lots of shared memories.

A fun and original book, including questions, drawings, games, 
coloring, checklists, sentences to complete, secrets to share, etc., to 
develop the ond with the child.

This activity book is perfect to streghten the bond between children 
and grandparents, fathers...

Tender drawings190 x 260 mm
softcover
72 pp
€10.90
Age 6+
Pub date: 2022-2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791036358708
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Mes grands-
parents et moi

Fifteen investigation stories where tangible clues 
point to the culprit.
An interactive book on the theme of the famous Guess Who? game. 
Fifteen boxes with characters on the cover, which can be closed by a 
sliding flap. 

A game-book based on two key principles: the investigation and 
physical observation, it’s Cluedo and Guess Who combined.

Au stade
At The Stadium

By VARIOUS AUTHORS
Lift the flap to discover 
the clues 

Funny, larger than 
life stories that 
make enjoyable 
reading

À la cantine
Au zoo
Le manoir
Chez les 
pompiers
Au château
Chez les pirates
À l’école
Au camping
À la piscine
En voyage

More than 200,000 copies sold in the series in France!

215-235 x 245-265 mm
Hardcover with flaps
36-80 pp
€12.90-19.90
Age 7+ 
Pub date: 2017 - 2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9782408045395

Rights Sold:
Bulgarian, Chinese (Simplified)
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More than 100,000copies sold worldwide! 
200 activités
Anniversaires
Activités pour 
tous les jours
Cabanes et 
cachettes
Tours de magie
Chasses au 
trésor
Énigmes et 
casse-tête
À chacun 
son jardin
Bricos écolos

Indoors, outdoors, for a birthday or in your daily 
life, a series of books to think of fun activities to 
do. 

This compilation of the best “Copains” activities incites all the     
imagination and skills of young readers. You have to organize a    
birthday party or your child has asked you to invent a giant treasure 
hunt for the very next day… In either case, these books are here to 
give you a helping hand. 

DIY, gardening, scientific experiments, artistic creations, cooking… 
here are 200 activities to have fun all year long. Imagine, invent, 
construct, do some gardening, but also experiment, sew, play or 
cook…

Sports rigolos
Funny Games

By VARIOUS AUTHORS 

A new lay-out with 
clear, uncluttered 
pages 

Activities that are easy 
to organize 

190 x 250 mm
Softcover
112 pp
€11.90-12.50
Age 7+
Pub date: 2015-2024

Number of titles: 11

EAN: 9782408045456

Rights Sold:
Turkish

More than 890,000copies sold in the series worldwide! 

100% Magie
100% Escape 
Games
100% Chocolat
100% fan du 
Japon
100% Enigmes
100% Lab’eau
100% 
Excellentissime
100% Styliste
100% Casse-
tête
100% Activités 
Montessori
100% bon 
pour la planète

100% Puzzles
100% Yoga 
pour les petits
100% Goûters 
- petits biscuits, 
gros gâteaux et 
compagnie
100% Illusions 
d’optique
100% 
Spectacles
L’Égypte des 
Pharaons

Practical activity book in the easel format so you 
can bring it everywhere and follow the instructions 
on a funny way !
A collection of flip chart-style activity books for 7-12 year olds. 
Cooking reciepes, scientific experiments, magic tricks... something to 
suit all tastes and interests!

Books that make ideal gifts for any occasion...

Sons et Musique
Sounds And Music

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

An entertaining 
approach and a wide 
range of things to do or 
make

A practical format, easy-
to-consult while following 
the instructions

Rights Sold:
Arabic (World), Chinese 
(Simplified), German, Turkish

230-300 x 205-220 mm - 
Hardcover
60 pp - 72 pp
€13.90 - €16.90
Age 7+
Pub date: 2011-2024

Number of titles: 18

EAN: 9791036359538
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HISTOIRES JEUXACTIVITIES ACTIVITIES QUESTIONS PAS BÊTES

Les énigmes 
d’Amédée & 
Pétula
Escape Game 
au manoir
Escape Game à 
la Tour Eiffel

Les énigmes 
d’Amédée & 
Pétula
Amédée & Pétula’s 
Investigations

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

Dive into the adventure and find the right path to 
succeed in your quest !

An interactive story with observation and deduction puzzles, choices 
and several possible endings.
This new collection of game books follows the successful series 
"Énigmes à tous les étages" (570,000 copies sold), a fast-growing 
category in bookshops. The "Escape Game" book concept is a very 
promising one in the children's market.

For Halloween, explore the manor of witches full of frightful creatures 
without falling into the traps. At the seaside, follow Amédée and 
Pétula to the circus and find the missing object...

180 x 242 mm
Softcover with flaps
48 pp
€9,90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 4

EAN: 9791036365997

Mon cahier 
philo Pense 
pas bête - Les 
émotions

What if drawing, playing or making were the most 
effective way to understand some topics? Here’s 
an activity book based on the best-selling Pas bête 
collection.

The generous 72-page fill-in-the-blank notebooks give children the 
chance to reflect on a range of themes through playful activities.

The first title in the «Moi et mes émotions» collection sold 1,600 
copies in 6 months. More than 140,000 copies sold of the non fiction 
series Questions Pas bêtes.Mon cahier 

philo - Moi et les 
autres
My Philosophical Notebook - 
Me And The Others

By Anne-Sophie Chilard 
• Illustrated by Pascal 
Lemaitre

Pascal Lemaître’s always 
cheeky and funny drawings 
give the collection a real 
personality.

195 x 270 mm
Hardcover 
72 pp
€11.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 2

EAN: 9791036360572

Rights Sold:
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Mission Eugénia 
Eugenia Mission

By Alice Millot • Illustrated 
by Camille Ferrari

Rights Sold:

An exploration of the great mathematical 
discoveries through sixteen mysteries to be 
solved with a spinning wheel to progress in the 
investigation and travel through time.

A book that combines knowledge with a game of inquiry. On each 
double-page spread, featuring a large illustration, the reader solves 
a riddle linked to background information to pursue their quest, from 
4000 BC to the 20th century.

A special construction with a wheel to turn on a flap (which opens on 
the last page). This system allows the reader to progress through the 
book by answering "true" or "false".

A dive into the mathematics used in everyday life: so you're no longer 
afraid of numbers and figures, and understand their usefulness.230 x 250 mm

hardcover
40 pp
€14.90
Age 10+
Pub date: March 2024

EAN: 9782408045265

ACTIVITIES

Wheel to turn

Rights Sold:

A detective picture book and game, inspired by 
books in which you’re the hero.

An interactive book in which the reader is the hero and chooses what 
happens next. This new concept will embark the reader on a journey 
through strange places seen from the outside and inside

A new, promising variation of the popular “A tous les étages” range.

11,000 copies sold in 4 months!

Fold-out pages

Nine mysteries 
to solve through 
observation and 
logic

195 x 275 mm
Softcover with flaps
48-112 pp
€12,90
Age 9+
Pub date: 2023-2024

Number of titles: 3

EAN: 9791036355578

T.3 - À la 
poursuite de 
Lothar Rantul
In Pursuit Of Lothar Rantul

By P. Martin, E. Surcouf • 
Illustrated by L. Audouin, S. 
Touache, L. Méhée

Bulgarian, Chinese (Simplified)

T.1 - Sur la piste 
de Vlad Viper
T.2 - Les 
maléfices de 
Vlad VIper
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MON IMAGIERRELIGION

Mon imagier du 
baptême
My Baptism Picture Book

By Marie Paruit

Rights Sold :

A picture book to teach children to identify various 
objects or people.

This collection offers a documentary and a playful approach. Children 
can enjoy the illustrations, the new words easily. 

More than 37,000copies sold of the series

135 x 155 mm
20 pp
€9.90
Age 3 +
Pud date: 2015-2024

Number of titles: 10

EAN: 9791036368271

Mon imagier 
de Jésus
Mon imagier 
de la messe
Mon imagier 
de Noël
Mon imagier 
de la Bible
Mo imagier 
des saints

Mon imagier 
de Marie
Mes prières 
en images
Mon imagier 
de Pâques

Adapted for little 
hands

Bright colours

More than 60,000copies sold worldwide! 
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RELIGIONLE CHEMIN DES PETITSRELIGION

La Bible en BD
The Bible In Comics

By Anne-Laure Fournier Le 
Ray & Bénédicte Jeancourt-
Galignani

A compilation of 28 comic-book stories (23 from 
the Old Testament and 5 from the New Testament)

A historical-critical approach: each comic story is followed by 
a double-page documentary, giving the historical context and 
anthropological anthropological perspective.
Each comic is created by a different illustrator.

This new edition has been redesigned and modernized.

More than 48,000 copies sold since 2011.

2 formats available: 
hardcover and 
softcover paperback

A dynamic, oral text 
that reconnects with a 
lively of the Bible

210 x 270 mm
softcover
420 pp
€18.90
Age 7+
Pub date: March 2024

EAN: 9791036362040

Rights Sold :

Mes premiers 
personnages de 
la Bible
My First Bible Characters

By VARIOUS AUTHORS and 
ILLUSTRATORS

Rights Sold :

The range of books of this collection is designed 
for 5 to 8 year-olds, and to help parents find 
the right words to respond to their children’s 
questions.

A complete range to give a first perception of faith, sold 100.000
copies in France since its launch in 2005.
this collection is an international success (‘Notre Père’ have been sold 
in more than 10 countries)
These books format is adapted for the early readers, with highly 
coloured, comforting illustrations by renowned illustrators, such as 
Xavier Deneux.

175-190 x 175-190 mm
20-112 pp
€10.90-13.50
Age 5+
Pub date: 2005-2024

Number of titles: 14

EAN: 9791036357077

Castilian, Dutch, English 
(World), Flemish, German, 
Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Norwegian, Polish, Slovenian, 
Spanish (Mexico)

Chercheurs 
d’étoiles
Dieu c’est 
qui ?
Gaspar, 
Melchior et 
Balthazar
La famille de 
Jésus
Le bon 
berger
Mes plus 
beaux chants 
de Noël 
(+CD)
Notre Père

Pour te parler 
de Fieu, je te 
dirais
Raconte-moi 
Jésus
Raconte-moi 
Pâques
Toi, mon 
trésor
Tu es une 
merveille
Ma couronne 
de l’avent
Les trésors 
de ma 
journée

A book for parents and 
children to share a 
moment at bedtime, 
each one tells the story 
of his or her day

A fun and colourful 
content

More than 610,000copies sold in the series in France! 
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RELIGION LES GRANDES QUESTIONS 

Vivre en 
chrétien, ça veut 
dire quoi ?
What Does It Mean To Live As 
A Christian?

By VARIOUS AUTHORS

Rights Sold:

We start asking questions when we are small...and 
go on asking all through our lives!

Accessible texts and answers with illustrations that make it easy to 
understand the world around us.
This collection encourages reflection, open to today’s world.

An exceptional lay-out and presentation (beautiful illustrations), 
unusual for this
kind of subject, make this an ideal gift book.

A magnificent picture book that will stay with children from 8 to 13.

English (US), Hungarian, 
Slovenian

190 x 250 mm
Hardcover
80 pp
€14.90-16.90
Age 8+
Pub date: 2022-2024

Number of titles: 5

EAN: 9791036368264

Etre juif, 
chrétien, 
musulman, ça 
veut dire quoi?
Les paraboles 
de Jésus
Vivre en 
chrétien, ça 
veut dire quoi ?
Ca veut dire 
quoi, croire en 
Dieu ?
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LinkedIn : Bayard Rights

Lesly Carrer
Canada, Eastern Europe, English (World), 
India (non-English speaking), Russia
lesly.carrer@groupebayard.com

Noémie Gressier
Denmark, Dutch, Finland, Germany, Norway, 
South Korea, South East Asia, Sweden
noemie.gressier@groupebayard.com

Annie Li
Africa, Arabic (World), China, Israël, Japan, 
Taiwan, Turkey
annie.li@groupebayard.com 

Priscilla Reby
Greece, Italy, Latin America, Portugal, Spain
priscilla.reby@groupebayard.com

Bayard Foreign Rights

www.bayard-rights.com
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